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PM Modi seeks end to dynasty politics,
attacks KCR on his home turf

Simmi Kaur Babbar

Hyderabad, May 26: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Thursday lashed out at
Telangana Chief Minister K Chandrashekhar
Rao (KCR), accusing him of corrupt dynastic
politics that was keeping people away from
their rights and aspirations. In an impromptu
address to his party leaders at the Begumpet
Airport, the prime minister said he was aware
of the personal growth of KCR and his family
at the cost of the development of the people.
The PM was visibly upset, possibly over the
report of anti-Modi posters coming up in
Hyderabad asking the PM about unfulfilled
promises. Also, the Chief Minister KCR violat-
ed protocol by skipping meeting the PM as he
left for Bangaluru when PM Modi was in town.
Modi told his party colleagues that he was
also aware of the poor treatment being meted
out to BJP and leaders as if the struggle for
statehood for Telangana was just for the bene-
fit of KCR and his family.     He went on to say,

“Pariwarwaadi parties focused only on their
development and do not care about the peo-

ple, focusing on just how a single-family will

stay in power and loot the state. It is evident
that they have no interest in the development

of people, PM Modi said. He
further claimed that BJP work-
ers were being politically tar-
geted in the state.  One family
rule had deliberately made
every effort to keep all others
away from politics; this has also
deprived the state’s youth from
entering politics. He said this
was not only a political prob-
lem, but the family-run politics
had become the “biggest
enemy of democracy”.
Accusing the Telangana
Rashtra Samithi (TRS) presi-
dent and Chief Minister KCR
government of corruption,
Prime Minister Modi said the
entire nation watched how the
family was working for its

gains, indulging in appeasement politics and

filling their bank accounts while the people
were suffering.   The Prime Minister also took
a jibe at KCR’s religious/superstitious beliefs
saying that such people are guided by other
factors and cannot work for the development
of the state. He said the BJP believed in sci-
ence and technology and was proud of its lead-
ers like Uttar Pradesh Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath, who, despite being a “yogi”, did
not believe in superstition.   He promised the
people of Telangana that his party would rid
Telangana of such superstitious people. In
2016, KCR moved his house due to “Vastu”
concerns.PM Modi targeted KCR directly
without beating about the bush. Besides KCR,
his son, daughter and nephew are in direct
control of the party affairs holding official
positions; others have been adjusted in
Parliament and other places.  For the second
time, KCR has avoided meeting Prime
Minister Modi during his visit to Telangana.
On an earlier occasion, KCR said he had coro-
na in the family, so he was staying away. 

Freedom movement laid solid foundation for 
gender equality in India: President Ram Nath Kovind

Naresh Malhotra

New Delhi, May 26: President Ram Nath
Kovind on Thursday said the Indian freedom
movement laid a solid foundation for gender
equality and the country had since come a
long way with women shattering the glass
ceiling across sectors. Speaking at the inau-
guration of the National Women Legislators’
Conference, 2022, in Thiruvananthapuram,
the President recalled the stellar role of
women in the struggle for Independence and
spoke about how the founders of the
Constitution gave the right to vote to every
citizen regardless of gender, while women in
the US, the UK and many European nations
had to wait for long before they could vote.
The President hailed India’s accomplishment
of offering universal franchise to all adult cit-
izens regardless of distinctions, right at the
inception, saying women in the world’s oldest
modern democracy, the United States, had to
wait for more than a century after its inde-

pendence to win the right to vote. “Their sis-
ters in the United Kingdom also waited near-

ly as long. Even after that, many economical-

ly advanced nations of Europe refrained from
granting voting rights to women. In India,

however, there was never a time when men

could vote but women could not. “This shows
two things. First, the framers of the
Constitution had a deep faith in democracy
and in the wisdom of the masses. They con-
sidered every citizen as a citizen, and not as a
woman or a member of a caste or tribe, and
held that each of them must have an equal
say in shaping our common destiny. “Second,
from ancient times, this land has seen
woman and man as equals – indeed, as
incomplete without each other,” the
President noted. He said the women were
shattering the glass ceiling across domains,
with their enhanced role in the armed forces.
“Their numbers are rising in the traditional
male bastions of science, technology, engi-
neering, mathematics and management.
There must have been more women than
men among the ‘corona warriors’ who guard-
ed the nation during the crisis,” the President
said, lauding Kerala for more-than-its-fair
share of contribution when it comes to
health-care personnel.

Jayant Chaudhary to be joint candidate
of SP-RLD for Rajya Sabha elections

Nashir Husain

Lucknow, May 26: Rashtriya Lok Dal
(RLD) president Jayant Chaudhary will be
the joint candidate of the SP and
RLD for the Rajya Sabha polls
from Uttar Pradesh, the
Samajwadi Party (SP) announced
on Thursday. Congress veteran
Kapil Sibal had on Wednesday
filed his nomination as an SP-
backed Independent candidate
for the Rajya Sabha polls. Javed
Ali Khan had filed his nomination
for the election as an SP candi-
date.  With 273 MLAs in the Uttar
Pradesh Assembly, the ruling
BJP-led NDA will easily be able to
get eight members elected to the
Upper House of Parliament, while the SP and
its allies (RLD and SBSP), with a strength of
125 legislators, will be able to ensure the vic-
tory of three candidates. Among the 11 retir-
ing MPs from the state, five are from the

Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), three from the
SP, two from the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP)
and one from the Congress. Among those
whose tenures are ending include Sibal,

Satish Chandra Mishra of the BSP and Reoti
Raman Singh of the SP. With 403 elected
members in the Uttar Pradesh Assembly, a
candidate will require at least 34 votes for vic-
tory. The outcome of the state Assembly elec-
tion held in February-March has changed

the equation this time. The Congress has two
MLAs in the Assembly, while Mayawati’s
BSP has one legislator. Two senior BSP lead-
ers—Mishra and Ashok Siddharth—will

retire in July, after which the party
will have only one member, Ramji
Gautam, in the Upper House of
Parliament. The five retiring Rajya
Sabha MPs of the BJP are Zafar
Islam, Shiv Pratap Shukla, Sanjay
Seth, Surendra Nagar and Jai
Prakash Nishad. The SP leaders
completing their terms include for-
mer Uttar Pradesh Legislative
Council chairman Sukhram Singh
Yadav, whose son Mohit has joined
the BJP. Besides Yadav, the tenure
of Reoti Raman Singh and

Vishambhar Prasad Nishad will also end in
July. The Election Commission had
announced May 24 as the date of notification
for the Rajya Sabha polls, while voting will
be held on June 10 and the results will be
declared the same day. 

Period marked by misery, misgovernance:
Congress on govt’s 8th anniversary
Sanjay Kumar

New Delhi, May 26: The Congress on
Thursday attacked the Central
Government on its eighth anniversary
alleging that this period has been marked
by misery and misgovernance with high
inflation, low employment and
communal polarisation being the
hallmark. Addressing a joint press
conference here, Congress lead-
ers Randeep Surjewala and Ajay
Maken claimed the BJP
Government has broken all
records of “hoodwinking” its own
people with fake ‘jumlas’ and slo-
gans during its eight years of rule.
They alleged that the promise of
“achche din” made to people has
only turned out to be “achche din”
for the BJP and a select group of
crony capitalists and industrialists
whose wealth has increased manifold.
The Congress also released a booklet in
Hindi “8 saal, 8 chhal, BJP Sarkar Viphal”
(8 years, 8 deceits, BJP government
failed) to highlight, what is called the

“failures” of the BJP Government on var-
ious fronts. Maken claimed that one after
another, BJP’s disastrous policies con-
tributed to the fall of the Indian economy.
What was once the fastest growing econ-
omy, is now in turmoil thanks to the
BJP’s 8 years of misgovernance, he

alleged, adding that inflation is touching
an all-time high and so are unemploy-
ment levels. Surjewala said the eight
years of BJP rule has seen continuous
threats to the sovereignty and security of
our country, with China continuing to

infiltrate our borders, and the prime min-
ister remaining silent.“What happened to
the PM’s 56” chest and ‘laal ankh’ (red
eyes),” he asked, referring to the
remarks of Modi ahead of 2014 elections
that one needs to have a 56-inch chest to
take on China. Surjewala said the slogans

given by the BJP ahead of 2014
polls are now being assessed by the
people of the country as all have
proved wrong. He cited several
such slogans given by Modi to
attack the previous UPA govern-
ment on issues of price rise, unem-
ployment, economy, deteriorating
value of the rupee and on India’s
sovereignty and integrity and said
“all those slogans, promises and
‘jumlas’ highlight the failures of the
Modi government”. Citing the slo-
gan “achche din aane wale hain”, he

asked “whose ‘achche din’ has come” and
claimed it is of the BJP and those crony
capitalist friends of Modi whose wealth
has multiplied at a time when the average
income of every Indian has reduced dur-
ing Covid times.

Former BSP minister
Nakul Dubey joins Congress

New Delhi, May 26: Former BSP
leader and Uttar Pradesh minister Nakul
Dubey on Thursday joined the Congress
here. Dubey was a prominent Brahmin
face in the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) and
played a key role in the formation of
Mayawati's government in the state in 2007
due to the Brahmin-Dalit alliance.
Welcoming Dubey into the Congress fold,
AICC leader Rajiv Shukla said several
other big leaders from Uttar Pradesh will
soon join the party. According to sources,
Dubey had met AICC General Secretary
in-charge for Uttar Pradesh Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra in Delhi a few days ago.
Dubey said he has joined the Congress as
it is the only alternative to the BJP. 

PM Modi to inaugurate
‘Bharat Drone

Mahotsav’ on Friday
New Delhi, May 26: Prime Minister

Narendra Modi will inaugurate India's
biggest Drone Festival -- 'Bharat Drone
Mahotsav 2022' on Friday at Pragati
Maidan here. The Prime Minister will also
interact with 'Kisan drone pilots', witness

open-air drone demonstrations and inter-
act with startups at the drone exhibition
centre. Bharat Drone Mahotsav 2022 is a
two-day event and is being held from May
27 to May 28. Over 1,600 delegates com-
prising government officials, foreign diplo-
mats, armed forces, central armed police
forces, PSUs, private companies and drone
startups will participate in the Mahotsav.
More than 70 exhibitors will display vari-
ous use cases of drones at the exhibition.
The Mahotsav will also witness a virtual
award of drone pilot certificates, product
launches, panel discussions, flying demon-
strations, display of a ‘Made in India’
Drone Taxi prototype, among others.

Navjot Singh Sidhu to do
clerical job at Patiala Central

Jail for 5 hours daily
Patiala, May 26: Cricketer-turned

politician and former PCC chief Navjot
Singh Sidhu has been appointed ‘assistant’
(munshi) to do clerical work at Patiala
Central Jail. Due to security reasons,
Sidhu will be working from his cell only.
Sidhu started working from Tuesday,
informed the jail officials. It has been
learnt that Sidhu would do job in two

shifts—9 am to 12 pm and 3 pm to 5 pm.
Notably, Sidhu has been lodged in the
Patiala Central Jail in a 34-year-old road
rage case (one year rigorous imprison-
ment). As per the jail norms, Sidhu would
be trained for three months without pay.
Thereafter, he would be classified as
unskilled, semi-skilled or skilled prisoner
and his earning would range from any-
where between Rs 30 and Rs 90. The earn-
ings would be credited to his account.
Meanwhile, the medical board had
approved a diet plan for Sidhu on Tuesday.

Delhi Police lodge FIR day after
MP Navneet Rana alleges she

received threatening calls
Jayprakash

New Delhi, May 26: Delhi Police have registered an
FIR a day after Independent Lok Sabha MP Navneet Rana,
who was recently granted bail by a Mumbai court in con-
nection with Matoshree-
Hanuman Chalisa case,
filed a complaint alleging
that she had received mul-
tiple life threatening calls,
officials said on Thursday.
Deputy Commissioner of
Police (New Delhi)
Amrutha Guguloth said
the FIR had been regis-
tered at the North Avenue
police station under
Sections 506 (punishment for criminal intimidation) and
509 (word, gesture or act intended to insult the modesty of
a woman) of the Indian Penal Code. According to the com-
plaint filed by her personal assistant, the MP had received
11 calls on Tuesday from 5.27 pm to 5.47 pm on her per-
sonal mobile number. The person on the other end spoke
to her in a very inappropriate way, abused her and also
threatened that if she came to Maharashtra, she would be
killed, the complaint said. The caller threatened the
Amravati MP that "if you recite Hanuman Chalisa again,
you would be killed", the complaint stated.

India also needs to tighten laws on
acquisition of firearms:

Chidambaram after Texas shooting
New Delhi, May 26: In the wake of the Texas school

massacre, senior Congress leader P Chidambaram on
Thursday noted that American laws are too lenient on
gun control and said India, too, needs to review and tight-
en laws relating to acquisition and possession of
firearms. In one of the worst school shootings in the US,
an 18-year-old gunman in body armour massacred at
least 21 people - 19 children and two adults - inside a
classroom at a Texas elementary school, prompting
President Joe Biden to issue an emotional appeal to law-
makers to "turn this pain into action" to enact tougher
gun laws to curb such recurring tragedies. "There are no
words to condemn the horrific killing of 19 4th standard
children in a school in Texas. The whole world is in
mourning with the American people and the bereaved
families," Chidambaram said. "As hate speech and hate
killings thrive, we must use all avenues to stop this mad-
ness from overwhelming the whole world," the former
home minister said in a series of tweets. One way is to
impose severe gun controls and severely restrict who
can buy or own a weapon, he said. American laws are too
loose and too lenient in this regard, Chidambaram noted.
"India too needs to review and tighten laws relating to
acquisition and possession of fire-arms," he said. The
gunman opened fire at Robb Elementary School in
Uvalde town, Texas, 134 km from San Antonio, on
Tuesday morning before he was killed by law-enforce-
ment officers. 

Gyanvapi case: District court
to continue hearing on 

maintainability on May 30
Varanasi, May 26: A district court, which on

Thursday heard arguments of Muslim side on the main-
tainability of the Gyanvapi-Shringar Gauri complex case,
fixed May 30 as the next date of hearing in the case. “The
Muslim side’s
arguments on
the maintainabili-
ty of the case
remained incom-
plete today,
which they will
continue on May
30 -- the date
fixed by the
court for the next hearing,” said District Government
Counsel Rana Sanjeev Singh. The court had on May 24
fixed May 26 for hearing on the maintainability of the
Gyanvapi-Shringar Gauri complex case. Singh on
Tuesday had said the court also gave a week’s time to
both Hindu and Muslim sides to file objections to the
report of a court-mandated videography survey of the
Gyanvapi mosque premises. On May 20, the Supreme
Court had transferred the Gyanvapi-Shringar Gauri com-
plex case from a civil judge (senior division) to a district
judge, saying looking at the “complexities” and “sensitiv-
ity” of the issue, it is better if a senior judicial officer hav-
ing an experience of over 25-30 years handles this case. 
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New Delhi. Stating that his crimes
“intended to strike at the heart of the idea of
India” and were “committed with the assis-
tance of foreign powers and designated ter-
rorists”, an NIA court in Delhi on Wednesday
handed life term to Kashmiri separatist leader
Yasin Malik in a case related to terrorism and
secessionist activities in 2016-17. Additional
Sessions Judge Parveen Singh awarded two
life sentences and varying jail terms, which
will all run concurrently, and a fine of Rs
10,65,000 for offences under the stringent
anti-terror law — Unlawful Activities
(Prevention) Act (UAPA) — and the IPC.
Rejecting the National Investigation Agency’s
plea for death penalty, the court said the case
did not fall in the rarest of rare category. The
NIA has accused Malik, leader of the Jammu
and Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF), of
orchestrating violent protests in 2016, when
89 cases of stone-pelting were reported. On
Malik’s plea that he had given up violence and
would “follow the peaceful path of Mahatma
Gandhi”, the court said he could not claim to
be a follower of Gandhi as he did not condemn
the violence in the Valley. On May 10, Malik
had pleaded guilty to all charges, including

those under the UAPA. The judge said the
crimes for which Malik was convicted were
serious in nature and “intended to strike at the
heart of the idea of India and to forcefully
secede J&K from Union of India.” “The crime
becomes more serious as it was committed
with the assistance of foreign powers and des-
ignated terrorists.
The seriousness of
the crime is further
increased by the fact
that it was commit-
ted behind the
smokescreen of an
alleged peaceful
political movement,”
the court said.
During the hearing,
Malik told the court
that he had given up
violence in 1994 and
declared that he
“would follow the
peaceful path of
Mahatma Gandhi
and engage in non-
violent political

struggle”. The court observed that in its opin-
ion there was no reformation in him. It said
Malik may have given up the gun in 1994, but
he “never expressed any regret for the vio-
lence committed prior to the year 1994”. The
court said Malik “cannot invoke the Mahatma
and claim to be his follower because in

Gandhi’s principles, there was no place for vio-
lence, howsoever high the objective may be. It
only took one small incident of violence at
Chauri Chaura for the Mahatma to call off
entire non-cooperation movement, but the
convict, despite largescale violence engulfing
the Valley, neither condemned the violence.

NIA court gives life term to Yasin Malik:
his crimes meant to strike idea of India

The Sikh Times
(National Daily English Newspaper)
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NAME CHANGE
It is for the general public information
that I, SUJIT KUMAR S/O Sh.
PYARE LAL R/O V-92, Old Nangal,
Delhi Cantt, South West Delhi, Delhi-
110010 declare that name of mine
has been wrongly written as SUR-
JEET in my minor son JAI KUMAR
age about 17 years in 8th Class
Educational Documents and school
leaving certificate-105/49. And name
of mine has been wrongly written as
SUJIT in my minor son JAI KUMAR
Aadhar card 688989844054 The
actual name of mine is SUJIT
KUMAR respectively, which may be
amended accordingly.

NAME CHANGE
I, NARESH  S/O DAL CHAND
residing at H NO-6695 3RD
FLOOR BLOCK-9 GALI NO-8
DEV NAGAR KAROL BAGH
DELHI-110005  have changed my
name   to NARESH KUMAR for all
future purpose.

NAME CHANGE
I, RAKESH KAGRA S/O RAVI
CHAND KAGRA residing at
HOUSE NO-9/4678, STREETNO-1
AJEET NAGAR, GANDHI NAGAR,
DELHI-110031 have changed my
name to RAKESH KUMAR KAGRA
for all future purpose. 

NAME CHANGE
I Pramod Kumar S/o Ishwar Singh
R/o House No-141, Pahari-265,
Gurgaon Haryana-122502, have
changed my name to Pramod
Kumar Yadav for all purpose

NAME CHANGE
I, GAGANDEEP KAUR W/O SH.
RATTANDEEP SINGH GILL R/O
2/26-27 SADAR BAZAR DELHI
CANTT, NEW DELHI-110010 have
changed my name from GAGAN-
DEEPKAUR GILLto GAGANDEEP
KAUR  for all purposes.

NAME CHANGE
I, SAROJ YADAV W/O NO-
6938538M HAV YOGENDRA
KUMAR YADAV R/O VILL-
MUGLANICHAK, PO-SOHILAPUR,
TEH-GHAZIPUR, DISTT-
GHAZIPUR, UTTAR PARDESH-
233001, have changed my name
from SAROJ YADAV to SAROJ
DEVI for all future purposes vide affi-
davit dated 26/05/2022 before
Notary Public, Delhi.

NAME CHANGE
I, Faisal s/o Mohd Ismail R/o 2174,
Gali Tande Wali Sarai Khalil, Sadar
Bazar, Delhi-110006, have changed
my name to Mohd Faisal for all future
purposes 

PUBLIC NOTICE
THIS IS TO INFORM THE GENERAL
PUBLIC AT LARGE THAT OUR
CLIENT'S CUSTOMER SMT. ASHA
RANI IS THE OWNER OF PLOT
AREA MEASURING  3 MARLA OUT
OF KHEWAT NO. 243, KILLA NO. 44
2/2 0-14 SITUATED AT WAKAMAUJA
BALLABHGARH, DISTT FARIDABAD
HARYANAVIDE SALE DEED DATED
02/07/1997 AS DOC NO. 3142. 

HOWEVER, ORIGINAL SALE DEED
DATED 01.12.1988  AS DOC NO.
2452 EXECUTED BY SH. KANHI
RAM IN FAVOUR OF SH. BIJENDER
SINGH HAS BEEN LOST AT BAL-
LABHGARH, FARIDABAD
HARYANA. IF ANY FIND THE ABOVE
SAID ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS,
RETURN BACK THE SAME TO THE
SAID PROPERTY IS BEING MORT-
GAGE WITH M/S AAVAS
FINANCIERS LIMITED "(FORMERLY
KNOWN AS AU HOUSING FINANCE
LTD.) AT OFFICE NO. 707 7TH
FLOOR, VIKRAM TOWER, DELHI,
RAJENDRA PLACE

HENCE THIS NOTICE IS HEREBY
GIVEN THATANY PERSON, BANK/S
OR FINANCIAL INSTITUTION/S, OR
ANY PARTY/IES, HAVING ANY
CLAIM, CHARGE, INTEREST, TITLE,
DEMAND, RIGHTS, OF WHATSOEV-
ER NATURE IN RESPECT OF OR
AGAINST THE SAID PROPERTY BY
WAY OF INHERITANCE, SHARE,
TRANSFER,  MORTGAGE, POS-
SESSION,  HOWSOEVER NATURE,
ARE HEREBY REQUIRED TO MAKE
THE SAME KNOWN IN WRITING
WITH DOCUMENTARY SUPPORT
TO THE UNDERSIGNED WITHIN 7
DAYS FROM THE DATE OF PUBLI-
CATION, FAILING WHICH THE SAID
CLAIM OF SUCH PERSON/S, IF ANY
WILL BE CONSIDERED AS WAIVED
AND SETTLED.

MR. SAMIR KUMAR /
LALIT KUMAR 

(ADVOCATE) 
M/S. EXCEL LAW GROUP

OFFICE ATADDRESS: 87-D, ON
3RD FLOOR, POCKET-2, SECTOR-

6, DWARKA, NEW  DELHI
MBL 8130395390/91

NAME CHANGE
I, Rajinder Singh s/o Kulwant
Singh R/o H.No-G7, Bhai
Kanahiya Institute, Gurudwara
Bala Sahib, Delhi-110014 have
changed my name to Rajender
Singh permanently.

NAME CHANGE
I Rajive Makhni S/O Gindhi Singh
Makhni R/O 802-B Tower 8,The
Camellias dlf golf link,dlf Phase-5
Sector -42, gurgaon haryana -
122009,Have Changed My Name
From Rajive Makhni to Rajiv Makhni
for all future Purpose

NAME CHANGE
I Joginder singh Makhni S/O Hukum
Singh Makhni R/O W-1/6 Block,F
Western Avenue Sainik Farm
Pushpa Bhawan S.O South
Delhi.110062,Have Changed My
Name From Joginder Singh Makhni
to  Gindhi singh Makhni for all future
Purpose

NAME CHANGE
I Arun Kumar S/o Dalip Chand R/o
1,Ward-3, Near Shiv Mandir,Hailly
Mandi, Gurgaon Haryana-122504,
Have Changed my Name To Arun
Kumar Soni For All Purpose

NAME CHANGE
I, hitherto known as CHANCHAL
SOLANKI D/O NARENDER
SOLANKI W/O JIKESH MALIK R/O
RZ-429A, GALI NO11 KAILASH
PURI EXTN, PALAM COLONY,
NEW DELHI-110045 have changed
my name and shall hereafter be
known as CHANCHAL.

Amarnath Yatra: Security
forces prepare drill to tackle

sticky bomb threat
New Delhi. The threat of sticky

bombs being used by militants to
target pilgrims during the upcom-
ing Amarnath Yatra in Jammu and
Kashmir is being taken seriously
this year by the security establish-
ment, according to sources, special-
ly in the wake of the May 13 Katra
bus fire incident, which is suspected
to have been caused by one such
bomb. The sources said the security
forces are currently engaged in
preparing drills to guard against any
such incident during the Amarnath
Yatra. “Threat of IED attacks has
always been there. For that we have
decided that the entire route in both
the Pahalgam and Baltal axis for the
yatra will be sanitised to ensure
there are no IEDs on the roads.
However, sticky bombs which can
be surreptitiously attached to a vehi-
cle are a new threat this year. Drills
are being prepared to guard against
it,” a central security force officer
said. The sources said some of the
ways being discussed are drivers of
buses and other vehicles being
trained in spotting sticky bombs and
remaining alert to bikes coming
close to their vehicles while ferry-
ing pilgrims.
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taking it below headline inflation. New Delhi. T.L. Wali, a 66-year-old lawyer 
in Delhi’s high court, had been looking Some pensioners have switched to riskier 
forward to retirement. But with India’s investments, including equities and mutual 
living costs soaring, he is now forced to dip funds, but after two good years of returns 
into his savings and will need to keep even stocks are now struggling with the 
working longer just to pay for medicine, benchmark index down over 6 per cent this 
travel and household expenses. “I can’t year.  The BJP conceded that the elderly 
even think about retired life,” he told have been particularly hard hit by inflation. 
Reuters at a postal bank, where he had State pensions are just Rs 200 a month, 
come to withdraw funds. although some states provide up to between 

Rs 1, 000 and Rs 2,000 monthly. In Calcutta, Wali has cut back on fruit, eating out and 
Gita Sen, a 70-year-old widow of a labourer, visits to relatives. He estimates his income 
said she could not afford even two meals a is now less than half what it was before 
day on her Rs 1,000 monthly pension.Covid-19 struck, with clients unable to pay 

what they did before the pandemic and his more than 40 per cent. “Inflation is the biggest “Often I have to borrow or beg neighbours for 
savings yielding less interest in inflation- blow to older people,” said Anupama Datta, food,” she said in front of her rented one-room 
adjusted terms. While better off than many his director at the HelpAge India charity, which home in a slum. There were just 1,100 old age 
age, inflation has forced Wali and millions of estimates that nearly 90 million of 138 million homes across the country catering to about 
other elderly Indians to make tough choices. people aged 60 years or more are working in 100,000 people before Covid-19 struck, 
Sharply rising prices are hitting older people the order to earn enough to live on. India’s central according to a study by Tata Trusts, the 
world over as global supply problems caused by bank warns elevated inflation will persist at charitable arm of the Tata Group conglomerate.
the pandemic — and made worse by the Ukraine least until September. Many Indian pensioners Largely run on private donations, they face their 
war — propel food and fuel costs higher. In rely on savings built over decades for their own challenges as costs soar. Increases in food, 
India, meagre state pensions mean only a retirement. There are no official estimates but medicine and energy costs mean these homes 
minority of retirees can afford proper health pensioners’ associations said many they have less to spend on vegetables, fruit, drugs 
care with nearly 15 million of those aged 60 and represent are now forced to draw more from and care providers. Saurabh Bhagat, director at 
above — around 10 per cent of the total — those accounts than previously. India’s gross SHEOWS, a Delhi-based charity that runs three 
nearly homeless. India’s headline inflation hit savings rate is estimated to have fallen to below such homes catering to more than 400 people, 
an eight-year high of 7.79 per cent in April. 30 per cent of GDP in the fiscal year ended said monthly expenses had recently gone up by 
Food items, which account for nearly half of the March, from over 32 per cent before the nearly 20 per cent. “We can’t think about 
consumer price index, have jumped, with pandemic. Economists do not expect that to buying fruit any more, and have cut down 
wheat, edible oil, vegetables, fruits, meat and change next year. Average interest rates on expenses on food supplements that is delaying 
tea up by between 10 per cent and 25 per cent in long-term deposits have also fallen to 6 per cent the recovery of sick people at our old age 
a year. Cooking gas and petrol prices climbed from 8.5 per cent over the past three years, homes,” Bhagat said.

carrier put out a statement.New Delhi. Budget carrier SpiceJet faced a 
“Certain SpiceJet systems faced an ransomware attack late on Tuesday night 

attempted ransomware attack last night that delayed several morning flights on 
that impacted and slowed down morning Wednesday, the cascading effect leaving 
flight departures today. Our IT team has several hundred passengers stranded for 
contained and rectified the situation and hours across the country’s airports.
flights are operating normally now,” A few flights were cancelled too. Sources 
SpiceJet tweeted. However, this did not said the airline had now shifted to a new 
pacify all the passengers. Mudit Shejwar, server and delinked the old one so that 
who had earlier flagged the delay of his flight operations could become normal. A 

flight to Dharamshala, tweeted in response ransomware is a type of malware in which 
to SpiceJet’s clarification that he and others the attacker locks and encrypts the victim’s 
had been sitting inside the plane without data and key files and demands a payment 
any food for nearly four hours. “Operating to unlock and decrypt the data. This kind of 
normally?? We are stuck here since 3 hrs attack takes advantage of human, system, 
and 45 mins? Neither cancelling nor network and software vulnerabilities to 
operating, sitting in the flight not even the infect the victim’s device, which can be a 
airport. No breakfast, no response!” he computer, printer, smartphone, wearable, 
wrote. In 2021, over 78 per cent of Indian point-of-sale (POS) terminal or some 
organisations surveyed were hit with other endpoint. SpiceJet did not reveal 
ransomware attacks, up from 68 per cent in whether it had paid the attacker. Industry 
2020, says a report by Sophos, a sources said the attack was similar to the 
cybersecurity firm, released earlier this one on Indigo in December 2020.

Then, too, the airline had acknowledged the month. The average ransom paid by Indian 
Goyal, tweeted: “Extremely poor customer attack and said some segments of data organisations to get their data encrypted 
service by flyspicejet. My flight to Srinagar SG servers had been breached. However, little is was $1.2 million, it adds. “Nearly 89 per cent of 
473 scheduled at 6.25 AM from Delhi today is known yet about the outcome of the probe, or mid-sized organisations had cyber insurance 
still at the airport. The Staff has no clue and the whether any payment was made. As passengers that covers them in the event of a ransomware 
poor excuse is ‘server down’ so cannot take stuck at the airports on Wednesday expressed attack and in 100 per cent of incidents, the 
printouts. Passengers are suffering.”  After frustration, ground staff informed them that insurer paid some or all the costs incurred,” the 
passengers blasted SpiceJet on social media, the “the server is down”. A passenger, Saurav report says.

Another Gyanvapi case out of civil judge hands

Bihar: Death toll in suspected hooch 
tragedy reaches 13 in Aurangabad

EC takes ‘graded action’ against 

more than 2,100 political parties

New Delhi. Terror funding convict JKLF chief Yasin Malik can appeal against the life 
imprisonment but not his conviction, legal experts are of the view according to 
hindustantimes.com.   Delhi court on Wednesday awarded life imprisonment to 
Yasin Malik, one of the foremost separatist leaders of Jammu and Kashmir, in a 
terror funding case, saying the crimes were intended to strike at the "heart of the idea 
of India" and intended to forcefully secede J&K from Union of India. Special Judge 
Praveen Singh awarded varying jail terms to Malik for offences under the stringent 
anti-terror law--Unlawful Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) and the IPC, rejecting 
the NIA's plea for capital punishment.

Special Judge Praveen Singh awarded varying jail terms to Malik for offences under 
the stringent anti-terror law--Unlawful Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) and the 
IPC, rejecting the NIA's plea for capital punishment. On May 10, he had pleaded 
guilty under various sections which refers to an accused accepting his crime and 
punishment. During charges framing, the accused can either plead guilty or claim 
trial. In case of the latter, the case proceeds, but otherwise, the accused pleads guilty 
followed by conviction. Senior advocate Vikas Pahwa opines that "in terms of 
section 375 of the Code of Criminal Procedure (CRPC) no appeal lies in cases where 
accused pleads guilty of the offences and has been convicted." “However in the 
order of sentence in cases of conviction passed by court of sessions, Metropolitan 
magistrate or any other magistrate, the appeal can be filed to the extent or on the 
legality of the sentence passed by the court. In cases where appeal doesn’t lie, a 
revision can be filed in the high court under section 401 CRPC if the order passed by 
the court is incorrect, illegal or improper. The revision however has very limited 
jurisdiction in the court, “ he said.  Senior advocate AS Chandhiok is of the view "the 
provision of plea bargaining is aimed to reduce the case load in courts and hence the 
provision of challenging the sentence is available." "Advocate Umesh Sharma, feels 
"the accused can challenge the sentence saying that the punishment is 
disproportionate and be reduced." According to hindustantimes.com, "even though 
the maximum sentence, under which Malik was charged, is death penalty, in 
accordance with 121 of the IPC (waging war against the state), the court awarded 
him a life term. While doing so, it held that the case does not fall within the category 
of rarest of rare where the death sentence should be the only fitting punishment."

Retirees tap savings, eat less as living costs soar

Yasin Malik can appeal against sentence 
but not conviction: Legal experts

New Delhi. The Election Commission on Wednesday initiated “graded action” 
against more than 2,100 registered unrecognised political parties for flouting rules, 
including failure to furnish a contribution report and communicating to the poll 
panel change in their name, head office, office bearers and address. The EC noted 
that 66 parties claimed IT exemption in FY20 without complying with statutory 
requirements under the Representation of the People Act and 2,174 have not 
submitted contribution reports. 

“The Commission is cognizant that compliance to the conditions and regulations in 
the said Act are essential conditions for maintaining financial discipline, propriety, 
public accountability, transparency and empowering voters for making informed 
decisions. In the absence of required compliance, the electorate and ECI are 
deprived of basic factual information in ensuring ECI’s mandate of conducting free, 
fair and transparent elections,” the EC said in a statement. “The Commission has 
evidence of serious financial impropriety, willful attempts for tax evasion and other 
illegal financial activities against three specific Registered Unrecognized Political 
Parties (RUPPs) amounting to fraudulent use of privileges and public trust 
available to them,” it added. “Action to be initiated against those receiving 
donations without due statutory compliances. Action initiated against three 
registered unrecognised political parties (RUPPs) reported to be involved in 
Serious financial impropriety. Eighty-seven non-existent RUPPs shall be deleted 
from the list and benefits under the Symbols Order (1968) withdrawn,” it said. 
There are 2,796 Registered Unrecognized Political Parties (RUPP) till September, 
2021, according to EC’s data which is an increase of over 300 per cent since 2001. 
“The Commission has noted with serious concern that out of total 2,796 RUPPs, a 
large number are neither taking part in electoral process nor adhering to the one or 
several of the above requirements, which is not only violative of statutory 
requirements but also defeats the purpose of a clean electoral ecosystem,” it added.

Patna: The death toll in suspected hooch tragedy in Aurangabad district of Bihar 
climed up to 13 on Wednesday (May 25, 2022) while many others are battling for 
their lives in hospitals, reported IANS. The Aurangabad police informed that five 
persons including three from Khiriyawa village and two from Raniganj village under 
Madanpur police station were killed due to "poisonous" liquor between Saturday 
and Tuesday.

The deceased were identified as Vinod Pal (55) former sarpanch of Khiriyawa, Sonwa 
Kunwr (60), Kameshwar Kumar (35), Shiv Saw, Shambhu Thakur, Anil Sharma, 
Vinay Kumar Gupta (30), Manoj Yadav (65), Ravindra Singh and 4 others. On the 
otherhand, three others, Dhananjay Chaudhary, Mohammad Nezam and Subodh 
Singh, are said to be critical and admitted in a hospital in Sherghati in Gaya district, 
informed officials.  According to the information, a liquor consignment arrived from 
Jharkhand and distributed in Madanpur, Salaiya and Gaya`s Aamas block. The 
reports also added that the sale of the liquor is currently underway and the villages of 
the region are becoming victims of it. In the meantime, three more people died in 
mysterious circumstances, while eight others were hospitalised in Gaya on Tuesday. 
The family of the deceased are claiming that they have consumed poisonous liquor 
during the wedding function on Monday. The deceased were identified as Amar 
Paswan (26), Rahul Kumar (27) and Arjun Paswan (43). The victims went to Pathra 
village under Aamas police station in the district to attend a wedding function where 
they allegedly consumed country made liquor.

Lucknow. A Varanasi district judge on related to Hindus demanding round-the-year with his fellow petitioners. Kiran’s petition 
Wednesday shifted a case for the Gyanvapi worshipping rights at a structure called the cites the Diwakar-ordered survey — which 
premises’ handover to Hindus from the court of Shringar-Gauri on the Gyanvapi premises, but allegedly found Hindu idols and symbols on the 
a civil judge, whose past orders on a similar case Diwakar had caused surprise by ordering a Gyanvapi premises — to demand that the entire 
had triggered controversy, to a fast-track court survey and videography of the entire mosque compound be handed over to Hindus. “Since 
minutes before it was to be heard. complex. The Hindu side had subsequently the case has been shifted to the fast-track court, I 

used the survey to claim the mosque stood on hope we will soon get permission to take over The petition, moved on Tuesday, was the third 
the remains of a temple. From Thursday, the Gyanvapi,” she said. Her lawyer Anushka filed by Hindu litigants in the past one week on 
Vishwesha will hear arguments in the 2020 Tripathi told reporters: “It (the transfer) is a the Gyanvapi mosque and Shahi Idgah Masjid 
case, with the mosque management saying the routine procedure. Maybe the previous court of Mathura, which Sangh parivar outfits want 
survey is illegal and seeking status quo on the was overburdened. The case was to be heard at relocated claiming they were built after 
premises. The latest case, shifted to the fast- 2pm but a few minutes before that, we were demolishing temples. Several other such cases 
track court of civil judge (senior division) informed it had been shifted to the fast-track are pending before various courts. District 
Mahendra Kumar Pandey, has been moved by court and would be heard on May 30.” Another judge Ajay Krishna Vishwesha on his own 
Kiran Visen, wife of Jitendra Singh Visen, head Gyanvapi case is pending before Allahabad transferred the latest case from the court of Ravi 
of the Delhi-based Vishwa Vedic Sanatan High Court, which has stayed a Varanasi court’s Kumar Diwakar, civil judge (senior division), 
Sangh. Jitendra was one of six petitioners who order to ask the Archaeological Survey of India from whom the Supreme Court had last week 
had moved the Shringar-Gauri petition. He to conduct underground surveys at the mosque transferred another Gyanvapi case, filed in 
recently withdrew from the case after falling out complex.2020, to Vishwesha’s court. That earlier case 

Ransomware attack hits SpiceJet flights, passengers stranded for hours

Heatwave: Mango crops devastated by severe weather
India is striving to increase productivity, while facing stiff  competition from Brazil, Peru, Israel and Pakistan

tends about 500 trees. A few months ago, his Tiwari, a scientist at an agricultural per cent this season. “This time, the Malihabad. No fruit in India is as universally 
mango trees were the picture of health, their university in Uttar Pradesh. India is the climate change effect was so visible,” loved and as eagerly anticipated as the 
deep green leaves glistening above the well- world’s largest mango producer, Sreenivasulu said.mango, which, for one brief window each 
hydrated soil and their branches bearing accounting for nearly 50 per cent of the year, cools and sweetens the long days of  “Like never before.” The harsher 
perfect clusters of white flowers. Then India global crop. Much of it is consumed summer. Connoisseurs argue fervently about conditions threaten mango-growing 
experienced its hottest March in 122 years of domestically, but the country exports tens which of India’s dozens of varieties — each cultures with roots stretching back 
record-keeping,  with temperatures of millions of rupees’ worth of mangoes with a distinct flavour, colour and texture — hundreds of years. Malihabad is known 
averaging nearly 33 degrees Celsius and each year to the United Arab Emirates, are best, and disagree politely about the for delectable varieties like the Dasheri, 
soaring as high as 40. The mango flowers Britain, Germany and the US. Over the correct way to eat the fruit: by cutting it into which is named after a village in the area. 
withered and died before bearing fruit. past decade, India has been trying to slices, or by sucking the juice straight from The district is home to numerous families 
Virtually none of Aslam’s trees, spread over penetrate markets in other European the top. Mangoes are also added to kebabs, who have been growing the fruit for at 
four acres, produced mangoes. In a normal Union countries as well.used to sour dishes and puréed with mint to least three generations. Most farmers in 
year, they would have yielded more than make refreshing drinks. In the past, export growth has been limited Malihabad own small plots of land and 
11,300kg of fruit. “I have never witnessed official estimated that mango production in by the higher costs of Indian mangoes depend solely on mangoes for their But this year, this centuries-old ritual is 
this phenomenon before in my lifetime,” he the state would fall by close to 20 per cent this compared with those from countries like livelihood. Jyotsna Kaur Habibullah, who imperilled. As blistering heat has struck 
said as he looked over his farm in Uttar year. The Mango Growers Association said Brazil, Peru, Israel and Pakistan. India has runs a farmers’ market, started a mango northern India weeks earlier than usual, 
Pradesh one recent afternoon, lamenting the the yield in the northern mango-growing belt been striving to increase productivity, which festival in 2013 in Malihabad to revive the mango crops have been devastated, 
lakhs of rupees he stood to lose on the failed would fall by closer to 70 per cent. In Andhra would lower costs. Even before the extreme tradition of eating mangoes straight from the threatening a way of life for the thousands of 
harvest. Pradesh, the heavy rain delayed the mango heat, India’s mango exports had been badly orchard so that consumers could be directly small farmers who grow the fruit and the 

plants’ flowering by a month. By the time the Aslam is one of hundreds of farmers who have damaged by the supply chain disruptions of in touch with the farmers. “Food is millions more who consume it. The heat 
fruits emerged, it was too hot, and many watched helplessly as the intense heat of the pandemic, with shipments abroad intrinsically linked to a people’s culture, and wave is a vivid example of the challenge 
dropped from the branches prematurely. B. March continued into the hottest April in 50 shrinking by almost 50 per cent last year. mangoes play a major role in not just the food India faces in ensuring its food security as the 
Sreenivasulu, deputy director in the years and then carried on into May. India’s top export organisation had hoped for of the region but art and textiles, in the form effects of climate change worsen, 
horticulture department of Chittoor, said that a big turnaround this year as the Indian and of motifs and poetry, too,” Habibullah said. compounding its difficulties in raising Climate scientists, in a report issued on 
during the heavy rainfall that lashed the area US governments eased trade rules. Instead, “The emotional and psychological agricultural productivity to international Monday, said the chances of such a heat wave 
in November and December, when flowering severe weather has hurt yields not just in connection of mangoes is not just with its standards to feed a growing population of in India had increased by at least 30 times 
occurs, farms were inundated and many northern India, but also in the south, which taste but its linkage to the culture of the place nearly 1.4 billion. The dangers of a hotter since the 19th century. The heat has far 
riverside trees were uprooted. Cultivation of has been hit by heavy, untimely rain. In Uttar and a legacy we cannot let die.” One recent future are achingly visible on a small farm in exceeded the optimal temperature for the 
mangoes in the district, the most productive Pradesh, the northern mango-growing afternoon, against the backdrop of the serene Malihabad, a prime northern mango- fertilisation of mango trees, which is around 
in the state, has been reduced by at least 30 powerhouse, a government agriculture beauty of the mango orchards lining.growing district, where Mohammed Aslam 25 degrees Celsius, said Dheeraj Kumar 

Airline shifts to new server 
and delinks old one; no update 

by authorities on whether 
attacker was paid ransom
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EDITORIAL 6

and fossil fuels-based economy, if truly pursued Australia has a new leader. The Labor Party’s 
by Mr Albanese, will come with consequences Anthony Albanese was sworn in as the country’s 
for the world and for India in particular. India prime minister on Monday, ending nine years of 
sources more than 40 per cent of its coal from rule by the centerright Liberal Party. Canberra is 
Australia. The sweltering heat and power cuts in more than 10,000 kilometres away from New 
many parts of India are reminders of just how Delhi, but the election outcome will have a bearing 
much the world’s second-most populous nation on India’s relations with Australia. Equally, it has 
depends on coal to fuel its industry and light its demonstrated a radically futuristic approach to 
homes. Under the recently signed interim free electoral politics that the world can no longer 
trade agreement between New Delhi and ignore. Australia is the world’s biggest exporter of 
Canberra, India has promised to remove a tariff iron ore, the second-largest supplier of coal, and 
on Australian coal. Any reticence from Mr ranks fifth among sellers of gas and gold. In all, the 
Albanese’s government to follow through on the country earns almost two-thirds of its export 
FTA would adversely impact ties. A climate-revenue from these four commodities. The oil and 
friendly government in Australia also cannot be gas industries employ tens of thousands of 
good news for corporations, including those from Australians. Yet one of the central takeaways from 
India, whose ventures have attracted criticism the election results was the victory of candidates 
from environmental activists. Yet, there is much and parties committed to transforming Australia 
to admire about Australia’s mandate. At a time from one of the world’s leading emitters of carbon trend of national elections — including Germany and 

when some politicians appear determined to drag India dioxide per capita to a powerhouse of green energy. Mr Greenland last year — where climate change has been a 
into the past — by digging not for coal but for idols — the Albanese campaigned on that promise, and the Greens and central issue. It is unlikely that the new government in 
Australian electorate’s decision to invest in the future others that contested on similar platforms won Canberra will make any drastic moves to disrupt its 
holds valuable lessons.handsomely too. Australia’s vote builds on a growing lucrative industries. But any shift away from a minerals 

Data and diplomacy

The last begum

reader has been usually left untouched by these had turned blind. Again, the colonial discourse, typically, Aandhis — violent squalls raising dust and smoke — 
epistemological shifts. But one way of described Jawan Bakht as boorish. But is that all there is are quite common at this time of the year in the 
stimulating the ordinary — uninformed — reader to this prince who died aged forty-two? Should not the northern parts of India. Historians say that one such 
about the nuances of the Revolt has been through historian be interested in interrogating a character that aandhi had been sighted in the month of May — the 
biography, a genre that the historian, Srinath was built and broken by forces beyond his control: eleventh of May to be precise — in Delhi. William 
Raghavan, described, in a fascinating talk with internecine rivalry, political turmoil, the purge of family Dalrymple gives an account of it in The Last Mughal 
Ramachandra Guha titled “History and members — “twenty-nine sons of the royal house were… — through the eyes of Bahadur Shah Zafar, India’s 
Biography”, as anathema to many distinguished put to death” — and, later, by the ignominy of penury and Last Emperor. Zafar, Dalrymple writes, had finished 
historians. This is not to suggest that biographical exile, all within a life lived for four decades? How should his breakfast and was reciting his prayers at the Red 
accounts of the principal actors of 1857 are rare: one view Shah Zamani Begum, Jawan Bakht and Fort’s tasbih khana: “As he rose, leaning on a stick, 
historical biographies of, say, Lakshmibai, are not countless others, prince and plebian, who are marginal to he noticed that in the middle distance to his left, 
uncommon. Historians like Mukherjee have even this theatre of conflict as India celebrates the 75th year of beyond the meandering river at the far end of the 
attempted — strikingly — to juxtapose characters the fruits of the second war of independence? Should they Bridge of Boats, a tall pillar of smoke was bellowing 
— Lakshmibai with Hazrat Mahal, the queen of elude attention — scholarly or otherwise — simply out... More ominously still, the far bank of the 
Awadh — to examine the different fates of their because of their lack of agency in the upheaval even Yamuna was cloudy with rising dust...”  

This was a storm like no other. For the light of the sun after-lives. Yet, there exists a credible argument though their chequered existence offers rich insights into 
had been dimmed that May morning by the dust that over the years, historical research on figures the larger social and structural conditions that shaped interpretation of nationalism was deeply problematic. 
raised by the approaching sepoys who were headed associated with the uprising have demonstrated an personal lives and their intimate choices? In his talk with Meanwhile, early Marxist historians, such as M.N. Roy, 
towards the Red Fort after raising the banner of the Revolt unmistakable attraction for the well-known protagonists. Raghavan, Guha, citing Eric Hobsbawm’s classic, shunned this rose-tinted frame to argue that the violence 
in Meerut. A conflict so layered and complex as the What, then, about those relegated to the footnotes of Bandits, makes a singular point: historians should was the manifestation of a bitter contest between an 
Revolt of 1857 has, understandably, fascinated — and 1857’s history? For instance, Dalrymple’s text mentions, incorporate cameos by the occupants of history’s margins ascendant commercial capitalism and a decaying feudal 
divided — the fraternity of historians over decades. The only sporadically, the fate of Shah Zamani Begum, the for two significant reasons. First, predominant characters edifice. The erudite wrangling led to enrichment, not 
enduring split is best captured by the spirited debate in the wife of Mirza Jawan Bakht, the son that Zinat Mahal, attain a wholeness, a sparkle, when examined in the light impoverishment, of the history of the uprising. In post-
House of Commons in July 1857 between Benjamin Zafar’s young but influential wife, wanted to place on the reflected off ‘minor’ players. So a deeper study of the Independent India. R.C. Majumdar and S.N. Sen 
Disraeli and Lord Palmerston, the then British prime Mughal throne. “As a young girl of no more than ten Shah young begum, in spite of her minimal presence in produced voluminous accounts. But both, in the words of 
minister. Disraeli accorded to the uprising a nationalist Zamani Begum had paraded gloriously through the historical analyses, could offer clues about her illustrious a critic, ignored a key constituency — the peasantry — a 
character while Palmerston dismissed it as a military streets of Mughal Delhi on elephant-back to marry her relatives and their predicaments. The second, perhaps social segment that historians were forced to confront by 
mutiny. This differential interpretation resonates in the Mirza Jawan Bakht.” But history and, with it, her life took more important, point concerns biography’s ability to Eric Stokes’s seminal  The Peasant Armed: The Indian 
war of words that continues to rage among historians of a tragic turn soon after. humanise history. This humanisation — the insertion of Rebellion of 1857, a strand that was further consolidated 

After the Revolt was crushed, Shah Zamani Begum all stripes, of all times. For instance, John W. Kaye’s A the fragile human element into a post-mortem of social by Rudrangshu Mukherjee’s examination of the popular 
survived the British purge on the royal family and found History of the Sepoy War, written seven years after that conditions — Guha argues, could widen the reach of resistance in Awadh through the interesting prism of 
herself in the retinue that travelled with Zafar to his tumultuous era — it detailed the phases of the Revolt — history within the general readership. This, in turn, has a peasant-talukdar interdependence. Old history on 1857 
banishment to Rangoon. After Zafar’s death, she found was described curtly by Shahid Amin as yet another vital consequence. Given the depredations on history by has continued to be challenged by new: in the first decade 
herself sharing a hovel with her husband who had turned instance of history of the “English-under-fire”. Many this elected regime, resistance — 1857 was one — is of the twenty-first century, K.C. Yadav and N. Rajendran 
alcoholic. British correspondence reveals that the lady Indian historians and ideologues — V.D. Savarkar being inconceivable without democratising history’s appeal expanded the spatial arc of the Revolt, raising searching 
had been forced to pawn her clothes and ornaments to an example of the latter — challenged this imperial and access. Begum Zamani, history says, became blind. questions about the assumption that the seismic 
feed her family. By 1872, wrecked by poverty, historiography, striving to spot in the Revolt the embers of But what would Zamani have to say about history’s turbulence of 1857 had left large parts of the subcontinent 
depression, melancholia and incarceration, the begum a fledgling nationalism, even though Savarkar’s blindness.undisturbed. In a markedly ahistorical society, the lay 

Data is often referred to as the ‘oil’ of the 21st century. 
The vast volume of data continually being generated 
is described as Big Data. Oil needs to be refined 
before yielding products of economic value. 
Similarly, data is a resource which must be processed 
to yield information of value. Information is 
‘processed, organised and structured data’. Analysis 
of information yields patterns, which may be defined 
as a ‘regularity in the world, a design repletion in a 
predictable manner’. And patterns, in turn, lead to 
insights about the phenomenon under study. From 
insights comes knowledge which is the end product 
of the greatest value.

Diplomats need to acquire familiarity with data 
science and data scientists with diplomacy. 
Diplomacy is the conduct of foreign policy. If policy 
is the weapon, then diplomacy is its delivery system. 
Just as data may be the weapon, digital devices and 
digital communications, which the devices enable, 
may be considered the delivery system. While we 
may speak of data diplomacy, in reality Big Data 
impacts both foreign policy formulation as well as its 
execution in the form of diplomacy. Data diplomacy 
in reality includes both foreign policy formulation 
and execution. Diplomats and policy-makers have 
always been engaged in information gathering, 
management and analysis. Earlier, there was paucity cross-border flow of data, the privacy of such data and The Internet has created an inter-connected and 
of information, in particular good quality information, so dealing with the challenge of cyber security; and three, networked global economy which is increasingly a digital 
considerable time had to be spent in locating reliable data in all its dimensions is creating an altered economy. There is still no truly multilateral management 
sources of information, and then, in subjecting the geopolitical space, where power equations are being of the Internet. There is lopsided ownership and control 
information gathered to careful analysis. What is different influenced by the capacity of countries to gather, store and over digital infrastructure through which data flows take 
in our digital era is the abundance of information and the deploy data. Data as a tool in diplomacy can have several place. Financial flows take place through digital networks 
speed with which it is generated. There is the critical beneficial spin-offs but this requires cross-disciplinary which are also under the control of a handful of countries. 
challenge in confirming its veracity. Information flow is approaches. Diplomats must acquire familiarity with data We have seen how Russia has been debarred from the 
often instantaneous, so the time available for evaluation science, while data scientists must acquire familiarity SWIFT payment system and literally unplugged from 
and reaction is much shorter. Traditionally, diplomacy is with diplomacy. The use of digital analytical tools global economy.  The global digital economy is 
associated with careful deliberation and measured requires the digitalisation of the vast archives and subject dominated by high-tech platforms like Microsoft, 
responses. But now ‘Twitter diplomacy’ is its very files in the Foreign Ministry. It would be of immense Google, Amazon and Mega, which are US multinationals 
antithesis. Who gets in his word first is sometimes more value if all treaties, agreements, MoUs were digitised and and operate largely outside national jurisdictions and 
important than conveying a carefully nuanced position. stored in a manner allowing easy access. Similarly, all multilateral governance. This will be the major challenge 
So how are foreign policy-makers and diplomats political declarations and joint statements between India for data diplomacy. The world of Big Data has 
adjusting to the new and vastly transformed environment? and other countries could offer rich material to trace the transformed the geopolitical and geo-economic 
Diplomacy has always managed to adapt itself to trajectory of India’s ties with various countries and environment. The distribution of political and economic 
technological change. The introduction of the telegraph evaluate outcomes and locate shortcomings. Digitised power is undergoing a major shift. Countries that are able 
had led British statesman Lord Palmerston to proclaim the data can enable text mining using different key words to accumulate data, irrespective of where such data is 
end of diplomacy. That was decidedly premature. enabling better analysis. generated; countries which have the capacity to use the 
According to studies conducted at the Diplo Foundation data thus acquired to deliver useful knowledge, to spur  The ability to access legacy data and draw lessons 
based in Switzerland, data and diplomacy are inter- innovation and out-compete rivals will be the front-therefrom makes for better prepared and better informed 
connected in three ways: One, data can be a tool in ranking powers of tomorrow. Data by itself means diplomats. This is critical to success in diplomatic 
diplomacy. It can improve both foreign policy nothing unless human agency provides a context to give it negotiations. Data governance has become a major item 
formulation and execution through much better meaning and interprets it using the existing pool of on the international agenda. India is engaged in 
techniques of information gathering, diplomatic knowledge.  Data may expose co-relations among multilateral negotiations on a number of issues related to 
reporting, negotiation, communication, public diplomacy phenomena, but co-relation does not always suggest the digital economy, including the handling of data. These 
and consular services delivery. Two, data diplomacy causation. It is still the human mind which must make the include the cross-border flow of data generated within 
entails dealing with data governance as an item on the judgement call. It is for this reason that investment in national boundaries, the privacy of such cross-border 
international agenda. This may include the regulation of human resources through high quality.flows, e-commerce and the entire field of cyber security. 

The poll outcome will have a bearing on India’s relations with the country

World of  Big Data has transformed geopolitical & geo-economic environment

Simmering differences

Seated next to the president of the United States of 
America, Joe Biden, and the Japanese prime 
minister, Fumio Kishida, Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi watched 10 other leaders on a 
giant screen in Tokyo on Monday at the launch of 
the Indo-Pacific Economic Framework. A joint 
statement that followed referred to Covid-19, 
trade, technology, supply chains, clean energy, tax 
reforms and anti-corruption measures as pillars of 
cooperation among the 13 nations joining the 
framework.

Yet the IPEF’s fundamental purpose was carefully 
kept out of that statement: building a US-led 
economic coalition in the Indo-Pacific against 
China. Joining the framework marks the latest 
foreign policy move by India where concerns over 
Beijing’s influence and increasingly threatening 
posture form the underlying context. With 
Chinese troops parked along the disputed border 
in Ladakh, building bridges in territory belonging 
to India, New Delhi’s worries are understandable. 
China is India’s top security challenge. At the 
same time, India retains its deep-seated 
abhorrence of an alliance system: it does not want 
to be part of a binding security arrangement 
targeted explicitly against any nation, including 
China. As differences mount between India and its 
other partners in the region over everything, from 
the war in Ukraine and food protectionism to data 
laws, that balancing act is becoming more and 
more difficult. The risk? A de facto drift toward an 
anti-China alliance that could trap an 
uncomfortable New Delhi, limiting the 
manoeuvrability that has marked its foreign 
policy since Independence. In Tokyo, Modi, 
Biden, Kishida and Australia’s newly-elected 
prime minister, Anthony Albanese, also got 
together for a meeting of leaders of the Quad, a 
grouping of the four nations. Like the IPEF, Quad 
members formally insist that the initiative is not 
aimed against any nation. Its work includes a 
Covid19 vaccine programme, the promotion of a 
free and open Indo-Pacific region, infrastructure 
projects and other, mostly benign, soft-diplomacy 
efforts. Even though the four leaders projected an 
image of camaraderie, barely-hidden tensions will 
limit the ability of the grouping to move beyond 
low-hanging ideas. India is the only nation among 
them that has refused to openly condemn Russia’s 
invasion of Ukraine or join economic sanctions 
against Moscow. Biden has publicly described 
India’s position on the war as “shaky”, compared 
to America’s other close friends and allies. New 
Delhi’s recent ban on wheat exports — after 
Modi’s bold promise that India would help cover 
for food shortages because of the war in Ukraine 
— has also sparked backlash from US officials 
and, away from the Quad, in Europe. The IPEF 
threatens to pose similar challenges. It is a Biden 
administration attempt at showcasing the US as a 
leading economic force in the Indo-Pacific, after 
the former president, Donald Trump, pulled 
America out of the proposed Trans-Pacific 
Partnership. Beijing is also the driving force 
behind the Regional Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership, a free trade agreement among 15 
nations of the Indo-Pacific that New Delhi walked 
out of. At the moment, the IPEF is what it says it is 
— just a proposed framework, not a trade deal. 
But already, deep differences have emerged. 
Washington wants the IPEF to facilitate the 
movement of data across nations, while New 
Delhi wants foreign firms working in India to 
store their data on servers in the country. If China 
is the solitary glue holding together such 
initiatives, their anti-Beijing focus will only 
sharpen. New Delhi cannot afford to be seen as a 
member of a network of anti-China, US-led 
alliances, without any of the protections

Green deal: Editorial on change of guard in Australia

Biography can humanise history
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U n d e r s t a n d a b l e !  
Nobody likes headaches. But, next time, 
please try one of these home remedies 

before you pop a pill.
1. Boil water. Add a spoonful of 
coriander seeds. Let it boil for a while 
till you are able to smell the coriander 
strongly. Switch off the stove and add 
half a spoon of tea leaves to the 
concoction. Close the vessel, and let it 
stand for a few minutes. Filter and 
drink it as it is without adding any 
sweeteners. Sleep or sit down and 
relax for just ten minutes. If you are 
lucky, your headache will be gone by 
this time.
2. Ginger is also a wonderful 
medicine for headache. If you don't 
mind munching on a piece of 
peeled ginger as it is, perhaps with 
a dollop of honey, nothing like it. 
Else, add a spoonful of chopped 
ginger to 1 ½ cups of hot water, 
and let it boil for a few minutes. 
Then, filter, add some honey and 
drink it. What a tasty way to 
banish your headache!
3. If your headache is due to 
tension, then chamomile tea 
w o r k s  w o n d e r s  f o r  i t !  
Nowadays, dried chamomile 
flower is available in most 
organic shops. You just need to 
add a spoonful of the flowers to 
a glass of freshly boiled water, 
allow it to infuse for a few 
minutes, filter and enjoy with 
a dash of honey. Else, you can 

b u y  pure chamomile tea bags 
(Korakundah is a good brand). This 
will come in handy when your head 
aches during office hours!

Get rid of a nagging headache, 

NaturallyNaturally
Many people 

instantly reach 

out to allopathic 

medicines 

(aspirin, 

paracetamol, 

etc.) as soon as 

they get a 

headache. It is not 

that they are 

unaware of the 

side-effects; they 

are, but situations 

such as an 

important meeting 

ahead, a toddler 

nagging them, etc., 

increase the urgency 

to be rid of the 

headache!

Combat your 
hangover the 
natural way

Nutritionist Jacquie 
Newson doles out tips on 
how one can remain fine 

after a few drinks, reports 
femalefirst.co.uk.

Eat lots of ginger: Feeling nauseous? 
Alcohol can be a real irritant to the 
stomach lining and can increase the 
production of stomach acid which is 
why we often experience nausea and 
vomiting the morning after over 
indulging. Recent research has found 
that sipping hot ginger tea throughout 
the day can help counter nausea and 
upset stomachs.

Boost your Glutathione levels 
naturally: Glutathione is the powerful 
antioxidant which helps detoxify the 
liver after a night of drinking. However, 
when alcohol intake is excessive, our 
glutathione levels are seriously 
depleted. It is, therefore, vital that we 
give our liver a helping hand by eating 
foods which are rich sources of 
glutathione, such as fresh, raw 
vegetables such as tomatoes, broccoli 
and spinach, as well as garlic and raw 
eggs.

Stay hydrated: Alcohol is a diuretic, 
which if consumed in large volumes can 
cause dehydration, so be sure to sip on 
water throughout the day as rehydration 
is key to recovering from a hangover.

Invest in a good quality Vitamin C 
supplement: Vitamin C can accelerate 
the liver's ability to detoxify so it is a 
must-have for your hangover kit.

Pop a milk thistle: Milk thistle 
contains crucial substances that help 
protect the liver from alcohol damage. 
One of these substances is Silymarin, 
which has antioxidant properties that are 
known to help protect the liver by 
preventing the depletion of glutathione 
and promoting the growth of new liver 
cells.

Cool tips for a 

summer workout

The sweltering summer heat is a good 
excuse to skip exercise and once again 
gain those extra kilos that you lost with so 
much effort and work out.However with a 
few tips and precautions, summer can be a 
good time to workout as well. Following 
some expert advise, dehydration and heat 
related illness can be avoided, and 
exercising can be fun even when the 
mercury is rising. Experts suggest that the 
best time to workout in the summer is early 
morning or evening, when temperature is 
lower. A German study has shown that a 
pre exercise cooldown works wonders in 
the summer and hopping into the shower 
before working out may not be a bad idea 
after all. 

Dressing correctly is another important 
step. Wearing loose clothing is always a 
good idea and sweat absorbent materials 
should be used.If working out in the open, 
shaded areas should be chosen.

If your usual running route leaves you 
boiling in the sun, it is time to pick up a 
new route for those early morning jog. It is 
also a good idea to walk, run or cycle on 
dirt or gravel paths since asphalt and 
concrete radiate heat and reflect the sun's 
rays.Those living near water bodies can 
always utilize the breeze on a steamy 
summer day.

Just before workout, dabbing a little 
eucalyptus oil or some drops of 
peppermint on the back of the neck and 
temples provides a cooling effect. It also 
opens up the nasal passage making it 
easier to breathe in the humid air.

One of the most important things that 
should be kept in mind is that alchoholic or 
caffeinated beverages are diuretic and take 
fluid out of the body and hence should be 
avoided at all costs before and after 
exercise.

Multi-tasking may actually improve 

Performance
Those who say you cannot do two things at once and do 

them both well may actually be wrong, says a new study 

that recorded benefits of multi-tasking on exercise.
In the study of older adults, who 
completed cognitive tasks while 
cycling on a stationary bike, the 
researchers found that participants' 
cycling speed improved while multi-
tasking with no cost to their cognitive 
performance.
The surprising discovery challenges the 
prevalent notion that multi-tasking 
causes one or both activities to suffer.
"Every dual-task study that, I'm aware 
of shows when people are doing two 
things at once they get worse," said Lori 
Altmann, associate professor of speech, 
language and hearing sciences at 
University of Florida in the US.
"Everybody has experienced walking 
somewhere in a hurry when the person 

in front of them pulls out a phone and that 
person just slows to a crawl. Frankly, that is 
what we were expecting," Altmann said.
During the study, 28 participants with 
Parkinson's disease and 20 healthy older 
adults completed 12 cognitive tasks while 

sitting in a quiet room and again while 
cycling.
Tasks ranged in difficulty from saying the 
word 'go' when a blue star was shown on a 
projection screen to repeating increasingly 
long lists of numbers in reverse order of 
presentation.
Participants' cycling speed was about 25 
percent faster while doing the easiest 
cognitive tasks but became slower as the 
cognitive tasks became more difficult.
Yet, the hardest tasks only brought 
participants back to the speeds at which 
they were cycling before beginning the 
cognitive tasks.
The findings suggest that combining the 
easier cognitive tasks with physical 
activity may be a way to get people to 
exercise more vigorously.

Performance

Here's how 

your summer 

routine 

should be like

With the scorching heat upon us, here are a few 
basic rules that you can follow to keep heat at 
bay.
Food: ? 1. Keep hydration levels high. Thirst is 
the last indicator of dehydration. Consume 
water or fluids throughout the day.
2. Include cold beverages like lime water, 
coconut water, iced tea, cold coffee, buttermilk, 
whey protein shakes. Can add stevia/sugar free 
to sweeten any of these to keep body fat in 
check.
3. Consume cold soups , cold salads and low fat 
curd
4. Include good amount of fruits like melons and 
citrus fruits to maintain hydration.
Exercise: Exercising outdoors should not be a 
problem if the body is well hydrated and an 
optimum level of nutrition is maintained. Avoid 
coffee and diuretics that can cause dehydration. 
Vitamin c, both taken as supplement and applied 
topically is one of the most important nutrients 
for skin health and inhibits damage from the 
sun. Sunscreens with vitamin can make 
spending time in the sun a much safer activity .

Tips to de-stress at 

Work place

Huffingtonpost.com shares a list of ways to de-
stress in office:
Take a two-minute mini vacation:

 Choose one of your favourite vacation 
memories and relive it without spending on the 
airfare! All of us have memories from our 
favourite places. You can relive the best 
moment of your life to feel like you did when 
you were there. It helps you recognise you 
have a choice in how you feel in a stressful 
moment.

Download a de-stressing app:
 Your smartphone might be partly to blame for 
the stress you're feeling (non-stop emails), but 
it's also a great resource for de-stressing tools so 
try a couple of de-stressing apps.

Keep essential oils at your desk:
 A whiff or two could actually help you relax. 
Aromatherapy has been shown to decrease stress 
levels, so shop around for a scent you fancy and 
get sniffing.

Handwrite your to-do list:
Think of your handwritten to-do list as a sacred 
document. You'll know exactly where to find it 
when you need to refer back to it since it won't be 
lost among the many open tabs of your browser. 
Also, the act of physically writing down your 
tasks may help you organise your thoughts and 
remember them more clearly which, in turn, will 
help you to be more focused and less stressed.

Snack on an orange:
 A 2002 study found that a dose of vitamin C 
helped people bounce back more easily from a 
stressful situation.

With a demanding 

boss, a long list of to-

dos, and negative 

environment, you get 

stressed in office. 

Beat the stress by 

downloading an app 

or gorging on 

oranges.
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Karan Johar to make an 

action film, announces new 

project on his 50th birthday

Karan Johar turns 50 on Wednesday, May 25. The 
filmmaker took to social media to announce his next 
directorial venture. After Rocky Aur Rani Ki Prem 
Kahani, he will be directing an action film. The names 
of the cast members is not out yet. On his 50th 
birthday, many celebs, including Kareena Kapoor 
Khan, Malaika Arora and Ananya Panday showered 
wishes on social media.
KARAN JOHAR ANNOUNCES ACTION FILM 

ON 50TH BIRTHDAY

Karan Johar took to his official Twitter account to 
post a note where he announced his upcoming film. 
However, he did not reveal the cast. He wrote, "Hello 
all, This is a note of reflection and one of immense 
excitement! I turn 50 today (a number that seemed 
like a distant nightmare), while I know it's kind of a 
mid-point of my life but I can't help my wannabe 
millennial self from existing (sic)." The filmmaker 
who has been associated with films for the last 27 
years said that he is 'blessed to have had the best 
experience ever. He further added, "I am grateful for 
the brickbats, the bouquets, the praising souls, the 
public trolls...ALL OF IT!!! It's all been a huge part of 
my learning curve and self growth (sic)." "The one 
aspect that I believe I am most passionate about is 
being a filmmaker! In the past I have always taken 
long gaps between my films but today on this special 
day I would like to announce my next directorial 
feature. Rocky aur Rani Ki Prem Kahani will release 
on the 10th February 2023. And I will commence the 
shoot of my ACTION FILM in April 2023. Need your 
blessings and love! And I have to shamelessly sign off 
by saying Jugjugg Jeeyp to all of you (sic)," he wrote.. 
KARAN JOHAR’S 50TH BIRTHDAY BASH
IndiaToday.in had exclusively informed you about 
Karan Johar’s 50th birthday party on May 25. An 
insider close to Karan Johar told us, "Karan will be 
hosting his birthday bash at YRF this year. The theme 
of his star-studded party is black and bling. All the 
directors who have worked under Dharma 
Productions will be present. KJo has also invited 
Bollywood superstars Shah Rukh Khan and Salman 
Khan to his birthday bash. Besides them, power 
couples Ranbir Kapoor-Alia Bhatt and Ranveer 
Singh-Deepika Padukone are likely to mark their 
presence."

Sanjay Dutt
Sunil Dutt

 remembers 
father  on his death 
anniversary, says 'You were 
the best a son could ask for'

On Sunil Dutt's 17th death anniversary, Sanjay Dutt 
shared a throwback photo of the late actor. Sunil 
Dutt passed away on May 25, 2005. The Munna 
Bhai MBBS actor also posted an emotional note for 
his dad. He wrote that his father was his 'strength, 
inspiration, and support in every need.'

SANJAY REMEMBERS DAD SUNIL DUTT ON 

HIS 17TH DEATH ANNIVERSARY

Sanjay Dutt often takes to social media to remember 
his late parents, Sunil Dutt and Nargis. On 
Wednesday, May 25, on his father's 17th 
anniversary, Sanjay shared a heartfelt note on the 
kind of bond he shared with the late actor with a 
throwback picture of them. "Through thick and thin, 
you were always there to guide and protect me. You 
were my strength, inspiration, and support in every 
need...the best a son could ask for. You will always 
be in my heart Dad, I miss you (sic)," read the note. 

ON THE WORK FRONT

Sanjay Dutt has recently seen as the antagonist 
Adheera in KGF chapter 2, which starred Yash in the 
lead role. He was praised for his role in the 
blockbuster film that has shattered box office 
records. His upcoming films include Shamshera, 
Ghudchadi, and Prithiviraj.

Kiara Advani-starrer mints Rs 10 crore on Monday
Kartik Aaryan has finally ended the dry spell in Bollywood. 

Kartik and Kiara Advani's Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 is doing 
exceptional business at the box office. The film opened to 
raving reviews and fans are loving the second instalment of 
the popular franchise.

BHOOL BHULAIYAA 2 BOX OFFICE COLLECTION

Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 has broken the first day records of several 
other films like Akshay Kumar's Bachchhan Paandey and 
Alia Bhatt's Gangubai Kathiawadi. According to a report 
by Box Office India, Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 earned Rs 10 
crore on Monday, taking the nett total to Rs 63 crore. 
Even during the weekday, most halls remain occupied. 

ABOUT BHOOL BHULAIYAA 2

Directed by Anees Bazmee, Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 features 
Kartik Aaryan, Tabu, Kiara Advani and Rajpal 
Yadav in key roles. The film has been co-produced 
by Bhushan Kumar, Krishan Kumar, Murad 
Khetani and Anjum Khetani. Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 
released in cinemas on May 20, 2022. The 
storyline follows Ruhan, a fraud psychic who is 
brought in to deal with the return of Manjulika in 
the Thakur palace. However, he unintentionally 
aggravates problems. The first part of the film 
featured Akshay Kumar and Vidya Balan in key 
roles and was a huge hit. Initially set for July 
31, 2020, release, Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 was 
delayed owing to the Covid-19 pandemic.

Meet Camille Vasquez, Johnny 
Depp's feisty lawyer in the 

Amber Heard
 case. But why is she famous

The high-profile case between Johnny Depp and Amber Heard continues to 
make headlines. As two stars clash, the internet remains largely polarised. 
But in all this, an unlikely star has emerged, and from the ongoing court 
proceedings. Johnny Depp's lawyer, Camille Vasquez, has become a 
celebrity of sorts as the hearing continues to air on Court TV. Camille has 
garnered quite a fan following. A section of her fans also believes that 
Camille and Johnny’s relationship is more than just professional and that the 
two are dating. Camille Vasquez has also been lauded for her efficient cross-
examination of Heard. So, let's find out who is Camille Vasquez and what 
makes the internet rave about her.

WHO IS CAMILLE VASQUEZ?

Camille M Vasquez hails from Los Angeles, California, United States. She was 
born to Leonel Vasquez and Marilia Vasquez in 1984 and has a sister named 
Shari K Vasquez. She completed her education at Southwestern Law School 
and attended the University of Southern California. Camille started working 
with Brown Rudnick LLP as an associate attorney in 2018.

Camille Vasquez has now become a social media star after she started working 
on the Johnny Depp defamation case against Amber Heard. She is 
representing him as one of the attorneys on his legal team. Several videos of 
Camille cross-examining Amber Heard have been making rounds on the 
internet, where netizens are lauding her for her attitude. Several people have 
even become fans of the lawyer.

CAMILLE VASQUEZ - THE INTERNET SENSATION!

Johnny Depp’s 37-year-old lawyer, Camille Vasquez, has emerged as a 
favourite among fans. Her constant objections to Amber Heard’s attorney, 
Elaine Bredehoft, have left many impressed. Others are just impressed by the 
way she questions Amber. Camille Vasquez has often trended on Twitter as 
she continues being an internet sensation.

IS CAMILLE VASQUEZ DATING JOHNNY DEPP?

After Camille and Johnny shared some intimate hugs and smiles in the 
courtroom, fans speculated about a potential love connection between the 
two. In a video that went viral recently, Camille and the rest of Johnny Depp’s 
legal team were seen exiting the court. As they reached the photographers 
waiting outside, one of the paparazzi asked Camille, “The people want to 
know, are you dating Johnny Depp.” Camille simply laughed and dodged the 
question. The photographer further pressed, “It’s all over the Internet. Can 
you set the record straight? Yes or no.” Camille ignored the question and kept 
walking. She even paused to pet a fan’s dog waiting outside the court.

HOW CAMILLE VASQUEZ 'DESTROYED' AMBER HEARD

In videos from the courtroom that fans shared on social media, Camille 
Vasquez can be seen sparring with Amber Heard over her charity pledge. In 
another video, she can be seen claiming Depp “got" the actress her Aquaman 
role.

ABOUT JOHNNY DEPP AND AMBER HEARD

Johnny Depp and Amber Heard met on the sets of The Rum Diary in 2009 and 
started dating a few years later. In 2015, they got married. In 2016, Heard 
filed for divorce and alleged that Depp had physically abused her during their 
marriage under the influence of drugs or alcohol.

?Amid Johnny 
Depp and Amber 
Heard's 
defamation trial, 
Depp's lawyer, 
Camille Vasquez, is 
becoming an 
internet sensation. 
But why is that? 
Read on to find 
out.

Bhool Bhulaiyaa 2 box office collection Day 4:

Kartik Aaryan, 
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Typhoid 
tough to treat

Energy

Make some park time
Mums need to get out more often. Short 
mindful breaks spent amid nature can be 
very therapeutic for overworked nerves. 
Eliminate all unnecessary thoughts and just 
listen to yourself breathe for 60 seconds. Be 
in the moment.
Keep a pencil box
So many ideas, so little time. Maintain a 
journal. Every time you remember a chore 
or a must-do, make a note of it. Then 
prioritise the errands. Plan the day's routine 
by listing the most tedious work at the start 
of the day as you are most energetic then.
Don't be a picky eater

You are probably missing out on important 
nutrients like vitamin B12 and vitamin D. B12 
anaemia causes tiredness and fatigue. Mothers 
need to think of food as fuel and eat foods that 
are alive - green vegetables, seasonal fruits. 
The natural sugar in fruits provides a quick 
pick-me- up when you're down and out. Nuts 
are a good source of magnesium which helps in 
converting sugar to energy. Lay off unhealthy, 
high-glycaemic foods (cookies, cakes, etc).
Fix a play date
Motherhood doesn't mean hibernation. 
Perhaps you need play dates as much as your 
li'l one. The power of connection boosts 
mommy energy. 

Health

can cause severe complications and death 
even," a doctor said.
According to Dr Atul Kakar, vice-chairperson 
of medicine department at SGRH, multi-drug 
resistance has is an emerging public health 
crisis. "When I was a student, we used to give 
chloramphenicol - a type of antibiotic - to treat 
typhoid. Its use was discontinued later due to 
high toxicity. Recently, we have observed that 
the same drug is sensitive to the typhoid-
causing bacteria when new drugs fail. This 
means that we may have to go back in time 
and use older drugs with known side-effects if 
the drug-resistance pattern continues to grow 
like this," he said.
A research published in Journal of Global 
Infectious Diurnal of Global Infectious 
Diseases in 2010 by Safdarjung doctors had 
pre-empted the problem. Ciprofloxacin, they 
wrote, has become a norm for treating enteric 
fever or typhoid, but in future novel molecular 
substitutions (new antibiotics) may become 
frequent owing to irrational use of 
ciprofloxacin in human and veterinary 
therapeutics, in a population endemic with 
nalidixic acid-resistant strains. "The 
therapeutics of ciprofloxacin-resistant enteric 
fever narrows down to third and fourth 
generation cephalosporins, azithromycin, 
tigecycline and penems. The first-line 
antimicrobials ampicillin, chloramphenicol 
and cotrimoxazole need to be reconsidered," 
the microbiologists predicted further.
Preventing infections is equally important. 
Typhoid, for example, spreads from person to 

person by food and water that are 
contaminated with traces of infected 
faeces or urine. Dr Suranjit Chatterjee, 
senior consultant (internal medicine) at 
Apollo Hospital, said improved 
san i ta t ion ,  hand  hygiene  and  
availability of clean drinking water 
cou ld  reduce  in fec t ion  ra tes  
significantly.

Apart from typhoid, medical experts 
say, drug resistance is also becoming a 

major problem in treatment of pneumonia, 
urinary tract infection and tuberculosis. 

"Over-the-counter use of antibiotics must be 
stopped. The government must take steps to 
restrict their sale so that they can be used only 
when needed," Dr Tickoo said.

anti-fever drugs and even antibiotics on their 
own to treat typhoid symptoms. When it 
doesn't help, they rush to hospital. In many 
cases, both we have to put patients on both 
injectable drugs and add-on antibiotics," Dr 
Tripathi said.
Typhoid, a major public health infection, is 
caused by Salmonella typhi bacteria and leads 
to symptoms such as persistently high fever, 
nausea, headache and abdominal pain. Earlier 
most people could be treated at home, but now 
more need to be hospitalised, increasing the 

cost of treatment, said doctors. "In 
rare cases, treatment 

failure 

symptoms of typhoid," 
s a i d  D r  R o m m e l  
T i c k o o ,  s e n i o r  
consultant, internal 
medicine, at Max 
Hospital Saket.
TOI spoke to doctors 
at Apollo, Sir Ganga 
Ram (SGRH) and 
Safdarjung hospitals 
who confirmed the 

trend. Over-the-counter 
use of antibiotic is a major 

culprit, said Dr B K 
Tripathi, professor of 

medicine at Safdarjung 
Hospital .  "Many 

patients take 

treat typhoid symptoms. "In few cases, even 
the injectable drug doesn't help and we have 
to give add-on antibiotics to bring down 

fever, one of the 
characteri

s t i c  

Resistance to antibiotics is making it 
difficult to treat even milder illnesses like 
typhoid, the incidence of which has gone up 
significantly in Delhi over the past few 
days due to increased consumption of 
contaminated food and water. Doctors 
said that while earlier oral drugs 
could cure most patients, 
they now needed to 
g i v e  i n j e c t a b l e  
antibiotics to 20-
30% of the 
patients to 

Perk up mommy 

Energy
Perk up mommy Why you should not 

drink bottled water
Bottled water is our go to choice whenever we step out. Even 
doctors and experts recommend drinking only bottled water when 
one is outside. And understandably so - water borne diseases are 
rampant and can be extremely dangerous.
The scenario of water-borne diseases is complex for a variety of 
reasons. In the past 10 years, these diseases have become not only 
comprehensive but also presented forth some new infections 
along with the re-emergence of those we already know.
So why did we warn you against bottled water? Well, celebrity 
nutritionist Rujuta Diwekar in her recent Instagram post 
mentioned - "Strict NO to bottled water. It takes three liters of 
groundwater (a common resource) to make one litre of bottle 
water, which is then sold for an exorbitant price. Not to mention, 

the non-biodegradable plastic it generates."
For the sake of our environment and good health, next time you 
step out of your house, carry water with you. Rujuta recommends 
drinking matka water with khus khus or vetiver soaked in it to beat 
summer blues.
Summer is also the perfect time to indulge in seasonal sherbets 
like varyali, bel, panha, kokum and nimbu pani. Coconut water is 
also a healthy option to have.

Why you should not 

drink bottled water

Drug resistance making 

Typhoid 
tough to treat
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New Delhi. The government is on course with the Petroleum Corporation Ltd (BPCL) and invited Disinvestment for privatisation. According to 
privatisation of two public sector banks (PSBs) Expression of Interest from bidders in March sources, Central Bank of India and Indian 
and will take appropriate steps in the coming 2020. At least three bids came in by November Overseas Bank are likely candidates for 
months, sources said.  In the Union Budget for 2020 but only one remains now after the others privatisation. As per the process, the Core 
2021-22, the government announced its intent withdrew from the race. On the strategic sale of Group of Secretaries, headed by the Cabinet 
to take up the privatisation of two PSBs in the Container Corporation of India (Concor), Secretary, will send its recommendation to 
year and approved a policy of strategic sources said, there are some issues and the Alternative Mechanism (AM) for its approval 
disinvestment of public sector enterprises. process would be undertaken after those are and eventually to the Cabinet headed by the 
According to sources, the government is resolved.  The Cabinet, in November 2019, had Prime Minister for the final nod. The members 
committed to the privatisation of two public approved the strategic sale of a 30.8 per cent of the Core Group of Secretaries include 
sector banks and it is on course. stake, along with management control, in economic affairs secretary, revenue secretary, 

Concor out of the government equity of 54.80 expenditure secretary, corporate affairs Besides, sources also said the divestment of 
per cent. The government will retain 24 per cent secretary, legal affairs secretary, Department of BPCL is also on the card and fresh bids will be 
stake post-sell-off but without any veto powers. Public Enterprises secretary, Department of invited. The government had to cancel the sale 
The government think-tank NITI Aayog has Investment and Public Asset Management as only a single bidder was left in the fray, 
already suggested two banks and one insurance (DIPAM) secretary and an administrative sources said. The government had planned to 
company to the Core Group of Secretaries on department secretary. PTI DP CS MRsell its entire 52.98 per cent stake in Bharat 

Kia EV6 electric car bookings open in 

India at Rs 3 lakh, limited to only 100 units

Government on course on PSU bank privatisation: Sources

Advanced Driver Assistance System 
(ADAS), and an Augmented Reality enabled 
HUD with details of vehicle speed, and turn-
by-turn navigation instructions. Kia EV6 
bookings to open in India on May 26; check 
design, cabin & more: IN PICS Kia EV6 
Safety In terms of safety, the Kia EV6 comes 
equipped with 8 airbags as standard along 
with All Wheel Disc Brakes, Electronic 

New Delhi:  Kia India, the country's fourth 
Stability Control (ESC), Vehicle Stability largest carmaker has announced to enter the 

Line trims and comes fully equipped with Management (VSM), Hill-start Assist country's growing electric mobility space with 
innovative technologies like the multi- Control (HAC), Multi Collision Brake Assist the launch of Kia EV6, its first ever electric car. 
charging system, the world’s first charging Kia has opened bookings for the EV6 in India at (MCBA), Anti-lock Brake System (ABS), 

an amount of Rs 3 lakh. The Kia EV6 will be system that operates with both 400V and 800V Brake Assistant System (BAS), Emergency 
imported in India in a limited batch and only chargers without the need of an additional Stop Signal (ESS), Front and Rear parking 
100 units will be up for grabs. The EV can be controller. The 800 V charger can charge the sensors and ISOFIX Child Anchor. 
booked exclusively through 15 select vehicle from 10% to 80% in as little as 18 Tae-Jin Park, Managing Director and CEO, Kia 
dealerships across 12 cities in India. The Kia minutes using a 350KWh charger. Kia EV6 India, said, “The Indian automotive industry is EV6 is based on the company's dedicated EV 

Powertrain The India version of the EV6 packs transforming, and Kia is at the forefront of this platform E-GMP and is pegged to offer 
the 77.4 kWh lithium-ion battery pack, transformation. Time and again, we have premium mobility solutions to its customers. 
generating 229 PS electric power in 2WD and a proven it through our world-class products and Kia India will launch the EV6 in the first week 
thrilling 325 PS in AWD variant. On a single of June, and ahead of the launch, we reviewed services that cater to not just to the unmet but 

the Kia Ev6.  full charge, the car can travel up to 528 also the unfelt needs of Indians. The 
The Kia EV6 features an all-black interior with kilometres as per the WLTP combined cycle. introduction of EV6 in the country reiterates 

black suede seat and vegan leather bolsters. The acceleration of the Kia EV6 stands at 5.2 the same. The EV6 is a wonderful combination 
The Kia EV6 will be available in India with a seconds for a 0-100 km/h run. The Kia EV6 of bold design, progressive engineering, 
choice of five exterior colours – Moonscape, hosts multiple features, including Panoramic innovative technologies, and exciting electric 
Snow White Pearl, Runway Red, Aurora Black Dual 31.24 cm (12.3”) Curved Displays with performance. We are confident that our 
Pearl, and Yacht Blue. Kia EV6 Charging The Navigation and driving data and vehicle customers will appreciate the finest Kia 
car will be available in India in exclusive GT functionalities display as well. It also gets a offering that we are getting to the market.”

Privatisation Of  Bank: Two 
private banks to be sold in the 
country, centre to speed up law 
change process

Ministers (GoSFM) to look into the prices remain high. Raising tax levels on New Delhi. First the Covid, then the ongoing 
poss ibi l i ty  of  ra t ional isa t ion of  commodities and their reclassification is Russia-Ukraine war. The global dislocations 
commodities and services under different a tickling issue which has been around in caused by the two are not only causing 
tax slabs. The key task of the group was to the council since 2019 but couldn't find shortages, driving prices of staples but also 
examine the wholesale and sharp reduction takers due to the economic slow down delaying an impending rejig of taxes 
in GST on most commodities and services which had already set in. consumers pay for goods and services. With 
in the council meet in November 2017 in external factors dictating shortages and C E N T R E  C O U N T E R S  N O N  

Guwahati. GST RATES The GST council inflation, the Goods and Service Tax (GST) SHARING OF CENTRAL CESS

then led by finance minister, late Arun rate rationalisation aimed at improving tax The council is desperate to raise GST 
Jaitley had kept just 50 items in the highest collections hangs fire as both the centre and collections as the clamour for states are 
tax rate of 28 per cent. The Council decided states do not want to hike taxes at a time when upping the ante on shortage of revenue 
to reduce the tax rate on 178 of the 228 prices are on the boil. Worse, a meeting of the post gst and attacking the centre claiming (including Rs 36,705 crore collected on 
items from 28 per cent to 18 per cent, with GST council, the supreme decision making that the centre shared only the basic excise on import of goods) and cess Rs 10,649 crore 
effect from November 15, 2017. Items with body on indirect taxes is long overdue. The fuels with the states and was picketing the (including Rs 857 crore collected on import 
tax rates reduced to nil from 5 per cent last meeting was held in September 2021 in earnings from cess. The war of words of goods). The gross GST collection in April 
included guar meal, sweet potatoes, and Lucknow. escalated In the last week of April during a 2022 was an all time high, Rs 25,000 crore 
dried or frozen fish. GST for all restaurants GST COUNCIL MEETING meeting with Chief Ministers on covid more than the next highest collection of Rs 
was fixed at 5 per cent, except those in hotels preparedness Prime Minister Narendra Modi 1,42,095 crore, in March. There is a view Sources feel that the clock is ticking for the 
with a tariff of Rs 7,500 or more, which will had urged several non-BJP ruled West among the council members that to raise GST council and a meeting can't be delayed 
be taxed at 18 per cent with input tax credit Bengal, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra, Kerala, collections a rejig of taxes that includes beyond the start of the monsoon session of 
(ITC). Tax experts had then termed the Telangana, Jharkhand and Andhra Pradesh to several items being moved to higher tax slab Parliament which usually is held in the third 
Council's decisions virtually upended the cut taxes on fuels. He had flagged that these and a change in tax slab is necessary now as week of July. "A GST council meeting in the 
original GST structure — a bold decision states hadn't cut Value-added tax (VAT) after the revenue neutral rate has dropped to 11.5 second part of June can't be ruled out," said a 
which came ahead of the Gujarat elections the centre announced a Rs 10 and Rs 5 cut in per cent compared to 15 per cent in 2017 source.But another official added that a 
that year. GST collections after the lows central levy on the fuels in November last when GST had kicked in. However, the group meeting may be held prior to the Parliament 
during the lockdowns to curb the spread of year. Most BJP ruled states and others by of ministers is yet to submit its report to the session but there are slim chances of levy on 
the pandemic have steadily gone up. The opposition parties had provided relief to the council to take the issue forward. Senior large number of items being raised before the 
gross GST revenue collected in the month of consumer by reducing their tax. The latest government officials feel that the delay is crucial assembly elections at the end of the 
April, 2022 was Rs 1,67,540 crore. Of this, flash point came when the centre went in for also due to the difficulties faced in fixing year in Gujarat and Himachal Pradesh later 
the CGST was Rs 33,159 crore, SGST Rs the second cut in cess on the fuels on higher rates or shuffling slabs when external this year. In its September, 2021 meeting, the 
41,793 crore, IGST Rs 81,939 crore Saturday last.factors are driving economic activity and council put in place a Group of State Finance 

Elon Musk-owned tesla, risen to 
top of  the Fortune 500 list

As a part of the Digital India initiative, 
Indian Railways announce rail ticket 
bookings via QR code scanning. 
After Southern Railways, now 
service is being started in Northern 
Railways and passengers will be 
able to buy tickets by scanning the 
QR code. The payment for the same 
can be made via UPI-based mobile 
apps like Paytm, PhonePe, and 
Freecharge. Passengers can also 
avail of tickets for long journeys 
from the Automatic Ticket Vending 
Machine (ATVM) at the stations. 

How to scan a QR code to avail 
unreserved tickets?

Step 1: Passengers are supposed to 
download the UTS app on their 
mobile phones and complete 
registration and login.   Railways 
further announced that a new feature 
has been enabled in the ATVM 
module. Bookings of ATVM tickets, 
recharge of ATVM Smart Cards 
through Paytm, Freecharge, and UPI 
QR Code have been enabled in the 
system. Apart from these, online 
recharge of ATVM Smart Cards and 
ATVM tickets through R-Wallet of 
UTS on mobile apps have also been 
enabled. Smart Cards can also be 
recharged using QR codes generated 
in ATVMs. 

By introducing this new feature of a 
QR code-based payment system in 
ATVMs, the usage of ATVM has 
been made easier. Now, even 
without an ATVM smart card, tickets 
can be purchased by choosing QR-
based payment.  The South Western 
Railways have introduced QR code 
ticketing systems for over 60 
stations where passengers can 
purchase their unreserved tickets for 
travelling by various trains over 
Indian Railways. Meanwhile, 
Bengaluru introduced this facility at 
13 stations in 2018.  

Indian Railways announce 

rail ticket bookings via QR 

code scanning - Here’s the 

step-by-step guide!

Rump stake sale in Hindustan Zinc cleared

Inflation delays GST rates 

rationalisation, Centre counters states

New Delhi: Gold prices were down by Rs 250 
on Thursday. The price of 22 carat of gold 
stood at Rs 47,650 10 grams as against its 
previous close of Rs 47,900. Meanwhile the 
price of 24 carat of gold was trading lower 
by 270. The price of 24 carat of gold stood at 
Rs 51,980 as against its previous close of Rs 
52,250.

On the Multi Commodity Exchange, gold 
contracts for June delivery traded lower by 
Rs 77 or 0.15 per cent at Rs 50742 per 10 
grams at 10.30am. Analysts attributed the 
fall in gold prices to trimming of positions 
by participants.  In the international market 
today, gold gold dipped 0.2% to $1,849.75 
per ounce, as of 0220 GMT. U.S. gold 
futures gained 0.1% to $1,848.20. Spot 
silver dipped 0.5% to $21.86 per ounce, 
platinum eased 0.1% at $943.15 and 
palladium was little changed at $2,006.61. 
Gold in the national capital on Wednesday 
dipped marginally by Rs 13 to Rs 50,935 per 
10 grams in line with weak trends in 
international precious metal prices along 
with rupee appreciation, according to HDFC 
Securities. In the previous trade, the 
precious metal settled at Rs 50,948 per 10 
grams. Silver, however, gained Rs 101 to Rs 
61,567 per kg from Rs 61,466 per kg in the 
previous trade. (Disclaimer: The prices are 
just indicative

New Delhi. San Francisco- Following the 
blockbuster 2021 results, Elon Musk-owned 
Tesla has climbed up the Fortune 500 list, 
with the electric vehicle maker jumping an 
impressive 35 spots to claim the number 65 
spot in this year's rankings. Brian O'Keefe, 
Senior Executive Editor at Fortune, stated 
that the rankings this year could be seen as 
the return of the energy sector, reports 
Teslarati.

"Tesla made a huge jump again this year, 35 
spots from number 100 up to number 65. 
Tesla's profits shot up to more than 600 
percent last year to $5.5 billion, and Tesla, of 
course, represents a revolution in the auto 
industry," O'Keefe was quoted as saying. 
The company has been on a tear over the past 
years, steadily climbing up the Fortune 500 
list as it established itself as the undisputed 
leader in electric vehicles.  As per the report, 
the electric car company continued its 
meteoric rise up the rankings, climbing 35 
spots over last year. The company had a 
blockbuster 2021, bringing in $53.8 billion 
in revenue, up 70 percent from 2020, and 
expanding significantly into key European 
and Chinese markets. ALSO READ: 
Cabinet clears sale of govt's 29.58% stake in 
Hindustan Zinc valued at Rs 38,000 crore 
Tesla entered the Fortune 500 for the first 
time in 2017, with the company becoming 
number 383 on the list. The company's rise 
was evident the year later, with the company 
climbing to number 260 in 2018 and number 
144 in 2019. Tesla took the number 124 spot 
in 2020, and just a year later, the company 
took the number 100 spot. 

New Delhi. up its books. Besides HZL, the one insurance company to the The Centre will sell its entire 
privatisation of IDBI Bank and Core Group of Secretaries on residual stake in Hindustan Zinc as the 
Container Corporation in this Disinvestment for privatisation. Modi-government looks to shore up its 
fiscal tops the agenda. The According to sources, Central revenues after the recent fuel duty sop cut a 
government is scrounging for Bank of India and Indian gash through its books. The Cabinet 
additional revenues as the extra Overseas Bank arel ikely Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) on 
expenditure over the budget candidates for privatisation. Wednesday cleared the sale, which could 
estimate is seen about Rs 2 lakh On the strategic sale of fetch around Rs 38,000 crore to the 
crore on account of higher Container Corporation of India exchequer, sources said.  “Now the process 
subsidies on fertiliser, free grain (Concor), sources said, there are will be taken forward according to rules and 
scheme and LPG subsidy for some issues and the process regulations,” sources said.
Ujjwala beneficiaries in Fy23.  would be undertaken after those The government owns 29.54 per cent of the 
The excise duty cuts on fuel are resolved. The Cabinet, in shares in the company, while Vedanta Group 
would also result in a revenue loss November 2019, had approved has 64.92 per cent. The decision followed a 
of about Rs 85,000-90,000 crore the strategic sale of a 30.8 per Supreme Court ruling on November 18, 
during the little over 10 months c e n t  s t a k e ,  a l o n g  w i t h  which allowed the Centre to disinvest its 
left in the current fiscal. management control, in Concor residual stake in HZL in the open market. 

course with the privatisation of two public Besides extra borrowings, finance ministry out of the government’s 54.80 per cent. The The apex court allowed the sale as HZL 
sector banks (PSBs) and will take officials are banking on additional tax government will retain 24 per cent stake ceased to remain a government company 
appropriate steps in the coming months, PTI revenues to cover the bulk of the extra post-sell-off but without any veto powers.   since the sale of its majority stake in 2002. 
said quoting sources. In the Union Budget expenditure and also partly by raising more The government is not planning any additional Vedanta chairman Anil Agarwal recently 
for 2021-22, the government announced its resources via the government disinvestment borrowing and will stick to the borrowing said the company can buy just 5 per cent 
intent to take up the privatisation of two programme in FY23. target fixed for the current fiscal year despite additional stakes in the HZL considering the 
PSBs in the year and approved a policy of Officials said divestment could exceed the sacrificing revenue on account of reduction price of the shares on offer. With the 
strategic disinvestment of public sector target of Rs 65,000 by Rs 20,500 cr by taking in duties on petroleum products and other privatisation of BPCL on the back burner, the 
enterprises.The government think-tank Niti into account the proceeds of the LIC selloff. goods, the official sources said on sale of the HZL stake offers the government 
Aayog has already suggested two banks and Bank privatisation The government is on Wednesday.earn a substantial sum in revenues and stitch 

New Delhi. The Centre speed up the process 
of privatising two State-owned banks. News 
agency PTI quoted a source from the Centre 
as saying on Wednesday. The Modi 
government at the Centre had earlier 
amended the 'Banking Regulation Act' to 
pave the way for private investment in State-
owned banks. According to sources, the 
Centre wants to pass a bill in this regard in 
the upcoming monsoon session of 
Parliament. 

Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman 
had said last year that the Centre wants to 
start the process of privatising some state-
owned banks. Therefore, the Bank 
Nationalization Acts of 1970 and 1980 will 
be amended and the Bank Control Act of 
1949 will be amended. According to finance 
ministry sources, the process has begun. The 
government has also started preparing the 
draft of the 'Banking Regulation Act'. If all 
goes well, the amendment will be passed in 
the monsoon session. Of course, there is a 
good chance of the opposition being 
hindered. However, due to the majority, the 
government should not have any problem in 
passing this law.  The amendment has been 
passed in parliament and there will be no bar 
on the privatization of State-owned banks. 
Only then will the process of privatization of 
state-owned banks begin. Initially, two 
state-owned banks have also been listed for 
disinvestment. The name of which two 
banks will be privatised is yet to be 
announced by the Centre. According to 
sources, the Modi government initially 
chose four medium-sized banks for 
privatisation. The four banks that were 
placed in the initial list for privatisation are 
B a n k  o f  M a h a r a s h t r a  ( B a n k  o f  
Maharashtra), Bank of India (Bank of 
India), Indian Overseas Bank and Central 
Bank of India. Later, niti aayog proposed 
that most of the shares of Indian Overseas 
Bank and Central Bank of India be sold. The 
Modi government can go ahead with the 
NITI Aayog's proposal.  This is not the end 
of it, the government also wants to complete 
the privatization process of the tate-owned 
company BPCL quickly. Sources claim that 
only 52.3 per cent stake in BPCL held by the 
Centre will be sold. Earlier, the Modi 
government had taken the initiative to sell 
the shares of BPCL. Initially three 
companies showed interest in buying bpcl 
shares. 

?Kia, the South Korean brand will 
only be bringing limited units of 
the EV6 and the bookings of the 
vehicle has commenced from May 
26, 2022 at Rs 3 lakh.   

Gold price trade lower: Check 
gold rates for May 26 in major 
cities

New Delhi, Friday, 27 May, 2022 THE SIKH TIMES
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New Delhi. Former India opener Aakash Chopra Maxwell had a rare off day as he fell cheaply but out, it's been a collaborative effort for RCB in 
said Royal Challengers Bangalore are no longer Dinesh Karthik came up with a good late IPL 2022. While captain du Plessis has chipped 
just dependent on their three big stars and the cameo. On a day when du Plessis, Maxwell and in with some crucial knocks, Kohli has 
ability to find new heroes in every match has Kohli failed to get going, it was 28-year-old managed to keep the show running despite not 
held them in good stead in Indian Premier Patidar who did the job for RCB with one of the being in the best of forms. Dinesh Karthik has 
League (IPL) 2022. RCB progressed to finest knocks played in the knockout stages of been a revelation for RCB at the finisher's role 
Qualifier 2 after beating Lucknow Super Giants the IPL. "The biggest thing is that neither did while Maxwell has also chipped in with a 
in the Eliminator on Wednesday, May 25 at the 

Faf score runs - he was dismissed for a golden couple of cameos and, at times, with the ball 
Eden Gardens in Kolkata. 

duck, nor did Virat Kohli score runs - scored a too.
RCB rode on a stunning 112 not out from Rajat 

 When it comes to the bowling department, run-a-ball 25. Maxwell's bat also does not fire 
Patidar, who walked in at No. 3, and smashed 

Wanindu Hasaranga is the stand-out performer but despite that, this team wins the match. This 
the LSG bowlers around with superb 

for RCB with 25 wickets but Josh Hazlewood is what a team is all about, this team is no longer 
conviction. Patidar put the pressure right back 

and Harshal Patel have done their job about the three stars," Chopra said during his 
on Lucknow after Mohsin Khan got the big 

wonderfully well. Having broken the YouTube show.
wicket of Faf du Plessis early. IPL 2022: Full 

The story has gone far away from that, they are Eliminator jinx, RCB will be pumped-up when 
Coverage irat Kohli and Patidar added 66 runs 

doing amazing death bowling. They are finding they face Rajasthan Royals in the Qualifier 2 in 
for the 2nd wicket but the former captain was 

new heroes in every game and this time around Ahmedabad on Friday. The winner of that tie 
not able to convert his start into a big knock as 

it was all about Rajat Patidar." As Chora pointed will face Gujarat Tians in the final on Sunday.
he fell in the 7th over for 25. Big-hitter Glenn 

IPL 2022 Qualifier 2 Preview: On a roll, 
RCB fancy their chances against Royals

IPL 2022 | RCB are no longer about just 3 stars, they are finding new heroes: Aakash Chopra

become tougher to score of.
RCB bowlers will have to be on the top of their 

game against a formidable Rajasthan batting 
line up which rely heavily on Jos Buttler and 
skipper Sanju Samson. Both scored against 
Gujarat but it did not prove to be enough. 
Samson will be eager to convert his 30s and 
40s into a substantial knock and lead from the 
front. It remains to be seen how the bowlers 
comeback after a forgettable outing. R Ahmedabad. Rajasthan Royals will need to 
Ashwin had a rare off day against Gujarat shake off an ordinary bowling performance in 

will be a man with supreme confidence in while Prasidh Krishna paid the price for their last outing when they clash with Royal 
another high-pressure knockout fixture. For bowling length balls to David Miller in the Challengers Bangalore, a team which seems to 
someone who went unsold in the IPL auction final over. Rajasthan Royals: Sanju Samson be peaking at the right time, in the high-stakes 
and came into the RCB squad as a replacement (captain), Jos Buttler, Yashasvi Jaiswal, IPL Qualifier-2 here on Friday. Having 
player, it has been a career-changing season Ravichandran Ashwin, Trent Boult, Shimron sneaked into the play-offs, RCB seem are on a 
for him. Both the high-profile openers, Kohli Hetmyer, Devdutt Padikkal, Prasidh Krishna, roll and a tight win over Lucknow in the 
and Faf du Plessis, are big match players and Yuzvendra Chahal, Riyan Parag, KC Eliminator has fuelled expectations for a long-
will be itching to make an impact after low Cariappa, Navdeep Saini, Obed McCoy, awaited trophy.
returns in the previous game. Dinesh Karthik Anunay Singh, Kuldeep Sen, Karun Nair, They take on Rajasthan, a team which has all 
has managed to maintain consistency in a Dhruv Jurel, Tejas Baroka, Kuldip Yadav, bases covered but still came up short against 
tough role and the team management would be Shubham Garhwal, James Neesham, Nathan Gujarat in Qualifier 1. The IPL caravan moves 
also hoping for more runs in the back end of Coulter-Nile, Rassie van der Dussen, Daryl to Ahmedabad after a couple of high-scoring 
the innings from Glenn Maxwell. The team is Mitchell, Corbin Bosch. Royal Challengers games in Kolkata. It has been a quick 
likely to stick to the winning combination. Bangalore: Faf du Plessis (captain), Virat turnaround for RCB but they won’t mind that 
While Wanindu Hasaranga has shown the Kohli, Glenn Maxwell, Mohammed Siraj, as they look to ride the momentum. The best 
courage even when he has been taken to the Harshal Patel, Wanindu Hasaranga, Dinesh thing is that we have one day and we play 
cleaners, Harshal Patel has been the go-to Karthik, Josh Hazlewood, Shahbaz Ahmed, again. Cannot wait to be in Ahmedabad and 
pacer in slog overs. Mohammad Siraj returned Anuj Rawat, Akash Deep, Mahipal Lomror, take the field again. We are so excited and 
for the LSG game and bowled well with the Finn Allen, Sherfane Rutherford, Jason happy with how things have gone. Hopefully, 
new ball. Josh Hazlewood enhanced his Behrendorff, Suyash Prabhudesai, Chama two more games and we all can celebrate,” star 
reputation as a death bowler with a match- Milind, Aneeshwar Gautam, Karn Sharma, RCB batter Virat Kohli told the IPL website 
deciding penultimate over and with the David Willey, Rajat Patidar and Siddharth after the win over LSG. Rajat Patidar, who 
addition of a yorker in his armoury, has only Kaulplayed the innings of his life on Wednesday, 

Champions League final: 
Mohamed Salah out to seek 
inspiration from 'worst moment 
of  career' against Real Madrid
'New Delhi. Liverpool forward Mohamed 

Salah has sounded warning bells ahead of 
their Champions League final against Real 
Madrid on Saturday, saying he is determined 
to make up for the loss from the 2018 final 
meeting between the two European giants. 
Mohamed Salah's involvement in the 2018 
final lasted less than 30 minutes as the 
Egyptian star walked off the pitch after 
falling heavily on his left shoulder following 
a tackle from then Real Madrid defender 
Sergio Ramos. Salah was in tears as he 
trudged his way off the pitch. Liverpool 
have grown from strength to strength ever 
since, winning the Champions League final 
in 2019 after outclassing Tottenham 
Hotspur. Liverpool have made it to their 3rd 
Champions League final in 5 years and they 
are out to avenge the 2018 loss to Real 
Madrid, Salah, who described his injury as 
the worst moment of his career, said. "I 
remember when I went out after 30 minutes 
or something, it was the worst moment of 
my career," Salah said.

"I was really, really down after that. After the 
game, I knew the result because I was in the 
hospital. I was like, 'We cannot lose the 
game in that way.' I never had that feeling 
before in football." Salah heads into the 
Champions League final with 8 goals from 
12 matches so far. The Egyptian magician 
said Liverpool are charged-up to win the 
prestigious prize in Europe after having 
missed an opportunity to win the Premier 
League over the weekend. Liverpool, who 
have won the League Cup and FA Cup this 
season, had their bid for an unprecedented 
quadruple of trophies foiled by Manchester 
City, who won the Premier League title by 
finishing with a point more than Jurgen 
Klopp's men. "After what happened with 
Madrid last time and also after what 
happened on Sunday. Everyone is motivated 
to win the Champions League," Salah said.

"This is an unbelievable trophy for us and 
every season we have fought for it since I 
have been here.

We will come back stronger: 
Gautam Gambhir pens note 
after LSG lose IPL 2022 
Eliminator

Harshal Patel on Rajat 
Patidar joining RCB as 
replacement player: He 
looked very determined

IPL 2022: We were trying to hit fours and sixes but they bowled really well, says KL Rahul

French Open: I believed in 
myself  the whole time - Carlos 
Alcaraz after thrilling 2nd 
round victory
'New Delhi. The 19-year-old Carlos Alcaraz 

made a stunning comeback to secure a 
thrilling second round victory over fellow 
Spaniard Albert Ramos-Vinolas in a five-
set marathon at the French Open.  Alcaraz, 
who was 0-3 down, displayed his title 
credentials as he survived a match point in 
the fourth set before turning the table in 
his favour 6-1, 6-7(9), 5-7, 7(7)-6, 6-4 in a 
match that lasted over four and a half 
hours.

"I am still young but I am an experienced 
player now," Alcaraz said after the match. "I 
feel comfortable playing in big stadiums, 
big matches, Grand Slams. I am ready to 
play these kind of matches in these 
situations. "I want to play big battles and top 
battles against the best players in the world," 
he said. "Being number one is my dream 
since I stated playing tennis." Alcaraz now 
has a 12-match winning streak after 
clinching back-to-back titles in Barcelona 
and Madrid ahead of the French Open. He 
will next meet American Sebastian Korda, 
who defeated Richard Gasquet of France by 
7(7)-6, 6-3, 6-3. The Spaniard was on the 
verge of an early exit, but he survived a 
match point at 5-4 and forced a fifth set. 
Alcaraz, however, once again had to claw 
back from 0-3 to level before wrapping up 
the match. "I knew that I would have my 
chance in the end of fourth set. I believed in 
myself the whole time. In the fourth and fifth 
set I was smiling with my team," he said.

?Having sneaked into the play-offs, 
RCB seem are on a roll and a tight 
win over Lucknow in the Eliminator 
has fuelled expectations for a long-
awaited trophy

New Delhi. L8cknow Super Giants mentor 
Gautam Gambhir took to social media on 
Thursday and backed the team to bounce 
back stronger next year after they crashed 
out of IPL 2022 in the Eliminator. LSG, one 
of the two newbies in the tournament, made 
their way out after losing to Royal 
Challengers Bangalore by 14 runs in 
Kolkata. Gambhir has been one fo the 
pillars of the Lucknow franchise along with 
head coach Andy Flower and captain KL 
Rahul. LSG impressed as early as their first 
season, winning 8 matches in the league 
stages. However, on Wednesday, LSG were 
not at their best against RCB who rode on a 
stunning hundred (112 not out in just 58 
balls) from Rajat Patidar to storm into 
Qualifier 2.

LSG looked set to finish in the top 2 and pose 
a strong challenge for the title but they KL 
Rahu's men lost a bit of momentum and 
ended up at the 3rd spot at the end of the 
league stages. "Hard luck today but a great 
tournament for our new team. We’ll come 
back stronger.Until we meet again!" 
Gambhir wrote in an Instagram post. 
Gambhir, who had led KKR to two IPL 
titles, returned to the dug-out after he was 
roped in as the mentor of LSG. Known for 
his straightforward approach on the cricket 
field, Gambhir was the broadcaster's 
favorite at the LSG dug-out. Gambhir was 
pumped=up when LSG won but on 
Wednesday the disappointment was evident 
in his facial expressions as the World Cup-
winning former opener wore his heart on 
his sleeves. 

'New Delhi. fans watched the game on giant screens at and quickly hit the post twice, first with a José Mourinho had described 
the Stadio Olimpico in Rome. At the final close-range effort from Gernot Trauner Roma as “a giant club” lacking a trophy room 
whistle, the fans at the Olimpico celebrated then with a long-range blast from Tyrell to match the team’s social dimension and 
on the pitch waving banners and chanting Malacia that Rui Patricio palmed off the passionate fan base. Well, the Giallorossi 
the team’s songs There were violent clashes upright. Mourinho extended his perfect claimed their first European title in more than 
in Tirana between fans of both clubs ahead record in European finals to five trophies six decades Wednesday to crown Mourinho’s 
of the final, and dozens were deported back in five matches, having also won the first season coaching in the Italian capital.
to Italy.  Two separate groups of Dutch and 2003 UEFA Cup and 2004 Champions Nicolò Zaniolo scored in the first half, 
Italian fans clashed with police on Tuesday League finals with Porto; the 2010 goalkeeper Rui Patrício made some big saves 
in the city, injuring 19 officers and five Champions League final with Inter in the second and Roma beat Feyenoord 1-0 
Albanian civilians. One police officer was Milan; and the 2017 Europa League to win the inaugural edition of the third-tier 
injured from a knife attack, authorities said. final with Manchester United. At the Europa Conference League. “Today wasn’t 
Three Italian fans and two Dutch supporters final whistle, Mourinho held up five young player. But he’s been held back by two work, this was history,” Mourinho said. 
were also injured. fingers to signify his five European titles as serious knee injuries, one of which kept him “Either you write it or you don’t and we wrote 

he jumped up and down in celebration. Inside the stadium, flares were thrown onto the out for all of last season and prevented him it. I’ve been at Roma for 11 months and I 
Mourinho was also the coach who guided the field and stewards removed a few fans before from taking part in the Azzurri’s run to the realized the moment I arrived what it meant 
last Italian club to win a European title when kickoff after an apparent fight on the side European Championship title. At 22 years — that they were waiting for this.” It’s 
Inter’s treble in 2010 included the where Dutch fans were sitting. The situation and 327 days, Zaniolo became the youngest Roma’s first European trophy since winning 
Champions League. “This remains in the appeared to be under control after kickoff. Italian player to score in a European final the 1961 Inter-Cities Fairs Cup — a 
history of Roma, but also mine,” the 59-year-Zaniolo’s goal started with a ball over the top since Alessandro Del Piero’s goal at 22 years tournament considered to be the precursor to 
old Mourinho said. “I was told that only I, Sir from center back Gianluca Mancini that and 200 days for Juventus in a loss to the UEFA Cup and Europa League. It’s also 
Alex (Ferguson) and Giovanni Trapattoni Zaniolo controlled with his chest. Zaniolo Borussia Dortmund in the 1997 Champions the first title of any kind for Roma since 
won European trophies in three different then pushed the ball past onrushing League final. An attacking midfielder, winning the 2008 Italian Cup. “Now we’ve 
decades. It makes me feel a little old, but it’s goalkeeper Justin Bijlow with the tip of his Zaniolo produced five goals and three assists got to celebrate — a lot,” said Roma captain 
nice for my career.” It was a typical boot. “Stupendous. Let’s enjoy this in 10 Conference League games. After Lorenzo Pellegrini. “But then we’ve got to 
Mourinho match: take an early lead then moment,” Zaniolo said, before gesturing to Zaniolo’s goal, Mourinho — realizing how keep going. A real team wins then comes 
defend, defend, defend. “We know that when the Roma fans. “There are no words to long there was to go — gestured for his back even stronger than before.” Besides the 
we take the lead we’re great at defending,” describe it. It’s all for them.” Zaniolo has excited bench players to sit and calm down. few thousand Roma spectators inside the 
Mancini said. often been labeled as Italy’s most talented eyenoord came out energized after the break small National Arena in Tirana, some 50,000 

AS Roma pip Feyenoord 1-0 

to win Conference League title

'New Delhi. Rajat Patidar went 
unsold in the Indian Premier 
League 2022 mega-auction. He 
j o i n e d  R o y a l  C h a l l e n g e r s  
Bangalore as a replacement player 
for the injured Luvnith Sisodia in 
the first week of April. Since then, 
there has been no looking back for 
the top-order batter.

It was his heroics that setup the 
Eliminator victory for  the 
Bangalore-based franchise. Patidar 
smashed an unbeaten 112 off just 
54 balls to help RCB post an 
imposing 207/4. In reply, the 
Lucknow Super Giants fell short by 
14 runs and were eliminated. RCB 
pacer Harshal Patel revealed that 
when Patidar joined the squad he 
looked very determined and added 
that the batter is an introvert and 
quietly goes about his business. "I 
mean, the way he played I don't 
really need to say anything about 
that. We have been seeing this 
calibre of games in practice. Even 
last year when he was with us he 
was exceptionally good. He got a 
few opportunities but couldn't do it 
justice, his talent and calibre," Patel 
said in the press conference. "We 
knew he was a special player and 
even when he came in this year as a 
replacement he was, he looked very 
determined. He's kind of an 
introvert and he goes about his 
business quietly. But we knew the 
kind of contributions he can make 
for the team. Exceptionally proud 
of Rajat, all of us." Royal 
Challengers Bangalore are now in 
touching distance from the IPL 
final as they have progressed to 
Qualifier 2 at the Narendra Modi 
Stadium in Ahemdabad, where 
they will play against Rajasthan 
Royals on May 27. New entrants 
Gujarat Titans pushed Rajasthan 
Royals down to Qualifier 2 after 
beating them in Qualifier 1 and 
storming into the final. The IPL 
summit clash will take place in 
Ahemdabad on May 29.

Kolkata. season, has been a good learning really well. I think Harshal’s two overs in When Mark Zuckerberg famously 
experience. the middle was what pushed us back a said: “The biggest risk is not taking any risk”, 

little bit,” Rahul said. “He went two overs KL Rahul ought to have paid attention. The “We, as a team as well, it’s been a very 
India player is too good a batter to not take on for eight runs. He didn’t give away much, challenging season. We’ve learned a lot.” 
the bowlers at any stage of a game, but his changed his pace well, he bowled to the Rahul, who is only the second batter this IPL 
conservative middle-overs approach did not field and yeah, that’s where we were to go past 600 runs, scored 79 off 58 balls on 
help Lucknow Super Giants’ cause in the pushed back a little bit.  ropped catches Wednesday, which was not enough in their 
eliminator against Royal Challengers cost us extra 30-40 runs Rahul also stiff chase. SSS“I’ve really done well in 
Bangalore. pointed out that it was their fielding that other seasons, and I enjoy chasing. Yeah, 

let them down heavily. Rajat Patidar At the end of the game, the LSG skipper you become successful and at times you 
made use of his three reprieves — on 59, acknowledged that “two big hits” would have fail,” Rahul said after the 14-run loss. “But 
72 and 93 — to smash his maiden T20 probably done the job for his team in a chase it’s a team game and the team has really 
century — 112 not out from 54 balls. of 208. “Yes, I think now, looking back, yes, stepped up even when we’re chasing,” he 

and when you come to a big game, you forget Dinesh Karthik, too, was dropped once it was just about two big hits in the middle added. Rahul, who will lead India in the 
about your form, your runs in the last 14 and he went on to smash a 23-ball 37 not out. overs and that could have gotten us over the upcoming five-match T20I series against 
matches. “You try to play this as a fresh “Skillwise look, you can have a bad day, you line,” Rahul said in the post-match press South Africa next month in the absence or 
game, and give it your best. I tried to do that can go wrong with your execution with bat conference here. There was a seven-over Rohit Sharma, has been in imperious form 
also today, but it was a good learning, have and ball but something that has let us down period after the powerplay during which this season, with 616 runs from 15 matches at 
not scored much this season,” he said. On a really badly in this game was our fielding,” Rahul managed to hit just one boundary. an average of 51.33. But his stats while 
day when his opening partner Quinton de Rahul said. “We dropped some easy catches. Rahul was in red-hot form this season with chasing give an altogether different picture. 
Kock (6) departed early, Rahul needed to I dropped DK when he was batting on single-two centuries and four fifties, but his He has scored just 191 runs from seven 
score quickly, but he looked too cautious in digit. Patidar got dropped in the 60-70s. So I approach while chasing is something he innings while batting second, with an 
the powerplay. RCB’s Harshal Patel was think dropping them cost us that extra 30-40 needed to work on. The IPL debutants lost average of 27.28 at a strike-rate of 113.01.His 
brilliant once again and conceded just eight runs. But we fought really hard. We tried to five of their seven matches while chasing. 79 in the eliminator was his highest and only 
runs in his first two overs before turning it chase down this target to the best of our “We won a few games but generally overall fifty while chasing. “I paid a bit of attention 
around at the death overs. “It’s not that we ability and like I said it was just two hits we did not do well chasing. It’s something to the stats this season as well. Yes in this 
didn’t try to hit those fours or sixes, we were away. If we could have gotten that in the that we need to learn,” Rahul said. “For me, I season, I’ve not scored much while batting 
trying but I think in the middle they bowled middle overs probably.think this season has been like every other second,” he agreed.  “But it was a big game 
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Delhi Government To Provide Incentive To Buyers Of Electric Cycles
incentive of up to ? 3000 per e-cycle into their account," it said. For a New Delhi: The Delhi government has 
under the Delhi Electric Vehicle Policy, purchaser of an EV who wants to scrap brought in a scheme under which financial 
against scrapping of old ICE (internal their existing ICE vehicle, they will incentive will be provided to those buying 
combustion engine) vehicles. The have to visit a dealer engaged in the electric cycles.
scrapping incentive will be given in case sales of e-cycles and provide his/her The demand incentive shall be applicable 
of the ICE vehicle being scrapped o ld  ICE  veh ic l e  a long  wi th  for the first 10,000 e-cycles, both 
through someone authorised by the Registration Certificate (RC). The passenger and cargo, it said. According to 
Transport Department and shall be dealer shall accept the vehicle and RC the scheme guidelines, e-cycle buyers will 
subject to a matching contribution made from the e-cycle purchaser and will file get a purchase incentive of 25 per cent of 
by the OEM or dealer at the time of sale an application on behalf of the buyer to the price with a cap of maximum ? 5,500 a 
of the e-cycle(s). As for the OEMs the respective RTO requesting for the piece. An additional incentive of ? 2,000 
intending to seek approval of their e- ICE vehicle to be scrapped and de-will be given to the first 1,000 individual 
cycles under the policy, they will be registered. The RTO will render a 'No-owners of e-cycles. E-cargo cycles will be 

dealer at the time of sale of vehicle to the required to register themselves with the Objection Certificate' (NOC) to the eligible for a purchase incentive of 33 per 
user will collect information from the EV Cell of the Transport Department.  dealer once the application is scrutinized cent of the price (not exceeding ? 15,000 
purchaser and shall also preserve one The application will be processed within for no-dues on the vehicle. The scraping per vehicle). "The applicable demand 
copy of all documents safely for at least five working days and if found in order, incentive will be paid with purchase incentives shall be available for buyers 
three years from the date of sale. The the registration of OEM and eligible e- incentive and the dealer will be (individuals and businesses) in the form of 
OEM or dealer will have to enter the cycle models will be confirmed. The responsible for scrapping of the vehicle. reimbursement which will be credited to 
'unique frame number' on an online policy stated that a unique "model code" The dealer will then present the NOC the accounts of owners by the Transport 
application/software, which will enable will be generated for every eligible e- along with the original RC of the vehicle Department, based on claims made by the 
the incentive amount to be calculated cycle model. and the vehicle to be scrapped to an buyer through the OEM (Original 
automatically. "In case of individual authorized scrapper at the time of The guidelines state that the OEMs shall be Equipment Manufacturer) or dealer after 
buyer, the name of the sale's invoice scrapping. The dealer will then receive a responsible to upload production (or the purchase of the e-cycles," it said. The 
should be strictly as per the name in 'scrapping certificate', a piece of the dispatched) data for Delhi each month, on application for incentive shall be made 
Aadhaar and in case, the name of the chassis with an identification number and the digital portal provided by the through an online platform by the OEM or 
purchaser does not match with his/her a CD evidencing the scrapping from the Transport Department. The dealers of dealer on behalf of the buyer and shall be 
Aadhaar, he/she may be advised by the authorized scrapper, it said. Further, the each approved OEM are expected to credited within seven working days to the 
OEM or dealer to seek correction before dealer will provide the Scrapping provide all information about the eligible bank account of the buyer. The demand 
application of incentive. Dealers will Certificate, CD, piece of chassis and RC e-cycle models approved under Delhi EV incentives shall be payable to individual 
a d v i s e  i n d i v i d u a l  b u y e r s  t o  to the RTO as evidence of scrapping and Policy and the applicable demand and beneficiaries as well as businesses with a 
maintain/activate Aadhaar-linked bank will then receive a final Scrapping scrapping incentives at the time of sale to valid GST registration. E-cargo cycles 
account for disbursal of incentive directly Certificate and confirmation.the consumer. It also stated that each will also be eligible for a scrapping 

New Delhi: The Election Commission will conduct by-
polls for three Parliamentary constituencies and seven 
Assembly constituencies in five states and Delhi on 
June 23 and the counting of votes will be held on June 
26. These by-elections will be held for the Sangrur 
Parliamentary constituency in Punjab, and Rampur and 
Azamgarh in Uttar Pradesh while the Assembly 
constituencies are Agartala Town, Bordiwala, Surma 
(SC), and Jubrajnagar in Tripura, Atmakur in Andhra 
Pradesh, Rajinder Nagar in Delhi and Madar in 
Jharkhand.

According to the Election Commission`s order, the date 
of notification of polls will be May 30, the last date of 
nomination is June 6, the scrutiny will be held the next 
day, the last date for withdrawal of the candidature is 
June 9. "The Model Code of Conduct shall come into 
force with immediate effect in the district(s) in which 
the whole or any part of the Parliamentary/Assembly 
constituency going for election is included, subject to 
partial modification as issued vide Commission` s 
instruction No. 437/6/1NST/2016-CCS, dated June 29, 
2017." The EC also said that the published Electoral 
Rolls for the aforesaid Assembly Constituencies with 
reference to January 1, 2022, will be used for these 
elections. The poll panel has decided to use EVMs and 
VVPATs in the bye-elections in all the polling stations. 
Adequate numbers of EVMs and VVPATs have been 
made available and all steps have been taken to ensure 
that the polls are conducted smoothly with the help of 
these machines. The Electoral Photo Identity Card 
(EPIC) shall be the main document of identification of 
a voter, however, Aadhar or MNREGA job cards, 
passbooks with photographs issued by Bank/Post 
Office, Health Insurance Smart Card issued under the 
scheme of the Ministry of Labour, Driving License, 
PAN Card, Smart Card issued by the RGI under NPR, 
Indian Passport, Pension document with photograph, 
Service Identity Cards with photograph issued to 
employees by Central/state Govt/PSUs/Public Limited 
Companies, and official identity cards issued to 
MPs/MLAs/MLCs can also be used for identification.

After Bureaucrat Walks 

Dog In Stadium, Delhi 

Government Intervenes

ED raids Maharashtra minister Anil Parab in money laundering probe

SC says sex work legal: 'Police not to 
interfere, take criminal action'

New Delhi: Hours after Indian 
Express's exclusive report that 
a prominent Delhi stadium was 
being closed for sports 
activities earlier than usual so 
that an IAS officer could walk 
his dog at the facility, Chief 
Minister Arvind Kejriwal 
directed all state-run sports 
facilities in the city to stay open 
for sportspersons till 10 pm. 
The Indian Express today 
reported that over the past few 
months, athletes and coaches at 
the Delhi government-run 
Thyagraj Stadium have been 
complaining about being 
forced to wrap up training 
earlier than usual - by 7 pm - 
because Delhi's Principal 
Secretary (Revenue) Sanjeev 
Khirwar walks his dog at the 
facility about 30 minutes later.

"We used to train till 8-8.30 pm 
under lights earlier. But now, 
we are asked to leave the 
ground by 7 pm so that the 
officer can walk his dog on the 
ground. Our training and 
practice routine has been 
disrupted," the newspaper 
quo ted  a  coach .  When  
contacted by the newspaper, 
Mr  Khi rwar  r epor t ed ly  
described the allegation as 
"absolutely incorrect". He 
accepted that he "sometimes" 
takes his pet for a walk at the 
facility but denied that it 
disrupted the practice routine 
of athletes. Tagging the report, 
Delhi Deputy Chief Minister 
Manish Sisodia said in a tweet: 
"News reports have brought to 
our notice that certain sports 
facilities are being closed early 
causing inconvenience to 
sportsmen who wish to play till 
l a t e  n i t e .  C M  
@ArvindKejriwal has directed 
that all Delhi Govt sports 
faci l i t ies  s tay open for  
sportsmen till 10 pm." 

"Go Home And Cook": Maharashtra BJP 
Leader's Sexist Jab At MP Supriya Sule

Jail fast after mosquito net is 
‘snatched’
New Delhi: Balladeer Sagar Gorkhe, who is held in a 

high-security ward in Navi Mumbai’s Taloja Central 
Prison as an undertrial in the Elgaar Parishad-Maoist 
links case, has been on a hunger strike since May 20. A 
co-accused, activist Gautam Navlakha, has moved 
court for his mosquito net to be returned to him after it 
was seized on May 20. It had been granted to him on the 
recommendation of a prison doctor last year. 
Mosquitoes are endemic to the area and high-profile 
prisoners like Abu Salem were moved out in the past for 
fear of malaria.

In 2020 another co-accused, 84-year-old priest Stan 
Swamy, had to move court for a straw and sipper which 
he needed to drink fluids as he had Parkinson’s disease. 
He succumbed to post-Covid complications last year. 
Academic Anand Teltumbde has been denied a cot in 
this prison despite suffering from spondylitis. Gorkhe 
and Navlakha are in jail facing terrorism charges along 
with 11 others — nine of whom are in Taloja. Two 
others are out on bail. Gorkhe performed at the Elgaar 
Parishad along with his group Kabir Kala Manch. 
Navlakha did not attend the event organised on 
December 31, 2017. They are being probed for alleged 
Maoist links to the Ambedkarite event that was 
followed by caste clashes the next day that claimed one 
life. Gorkhe’s demands include proper medical services 
and action for alleged negligence by prison doctors and 
medical officials, ending the vetting of letters and 
books during which he claims items are stolen, 
providing 135 litres of water per day per prisoner 
instead of the 15 being given now, and a visiting room 
and a proper token system for guests. Kumar told The 
Telegraph that Gorkhe’s hunger strike was prompted by 
the raid on his cell and snatching of his mosquito net. 
The lawyer said they were yet to hear from the 
authorities and that Gorkhe’s cell was turned upside 
down last September and again during another raid. 
“They specifically took away his net and not those of all 
the prisoners,” he told this newspaper. Navlakha’s 
partner, author Sahba Husain, said Navlakha wrote to 
her on May 20 about the snatching of his mosquito net 
and the lack of water. “They all protested when this raid 
happened…. Gautam survived a serious bout of malaria 
years ago, and the jail doctor said he needed to use a net. 
The water shortage is worse in the general barracks, and 
they get skin diseases. What is happening is absurd and 
ridiculous,” she asked. “Gautam said that the jail 
hospital was a nightmare and they aren’t taken to any 
proper hospital outside. Who will be responsible if 
anything happens to another one of them?” Husain said. 
Walse-Patil and prison officials did not respond to 
emails and WhatsApp messages from this newspaper. 
An official said mosquito nets were usually disallowed 
under rules that prohibit objects that can be used to 
commit suicide. He said mosquito repellents and water 
were available for sale at jail canteens.

Every case against me is bogus and this is the most bogus, says Karti Chidambaram

New Delhi: The Supreme Court, in a significant order, 
told the police that they should neither interfere nor take 
criminal action against consenting sex workers. It said 
prostitution is a profession and sex workers are entitled 
to dignity and equal protection under the law. A three-
judge Bench headed by Justice L Nageswara Rao issued 
six directions for safeguarding the rights of sex workers. 
The Bench said, “Sex workers are entitled to equal 
protection of the law. Criminal law must apply equally 
in all cases on the basis of age and consent. When it is 
clear that the sex worker is an adult and is participating 
with consent, the police must refrain from interfering or 
taking any criminal action. It need not be gainsaid that 
notwithstanding the profession, every individual in this 
country has the right to a dignified life under Article 21 
of the Constitution."

The bench also ordered that sex workers should not be 
arrested, penalised, harassed, or victimised in raids on 
brothels since voluntary sex work is not illegal and only 
running the brothel is unlawful. The child of a sex 
worker should not be separated from the mother merely 
on the ground that she is in the sex trade, the court held. 
“Basic protection of human decency and dignity 
extends to sex workers and their children,” the court 
noted. Further, if a minor is found living in a brothel or 
with sex workers, it should not be presumed that the 
child was trafficked. The court also ordered the police to 
not discriminate against sex workers who lodge a 
complaint, especially if the offence committed against.

Bypolls for 3 Parliamentary, 7 

Assembly seats in five states and 

Delhi on June 23; counting on 

June 26

Minister of Madhya Pradesh came to 
Delhi and met 'someone'... I don't know 
what suddenly happened over the next 
two days and they got a go-ahead for 
OBC reservations," Ms Sule told a 
party meeting in Marathi. When the 
comment  was re layed to  the  
Maharashtra BJP president at his 
protest nearby, he snarked: "Why are 
you even in politics? Just go home and 
cook. 

New Delhi: Maharashtra BJP chief Go to Delhi or to a cemetery, but get us 
Chandrakant Patil, targeting Nationalist the OBC quota. Despite being a Lok 
Congress Party (NCP) leader Supriya Sule Sabha member, how come you don't 
on  Wednesday,  made  a  huge ly  know how to get an appointment with a 
controversial comment that has triggered Chief Minister?" Facing a backlash, Mr 
outrage. "If you don't understand politics, Patil attempted damage control today Supreme Court. The Maharashtra 
go home and cook," he told the MP during saying he meant Ms Sule should "go to the government, however, blames the Centre 
a protest. The sexist comment was made as villages and try to understand them" in for not providing data. Ms Sule's husband 
the two parties sparred over reservations politics. "It is in my nature to respect Sadanand Sule posted the exchange on 
for OBC (Other Backward Class) in women. What I meant was she should Twitter, calling out the BJP as a 
Maharashtra. The BJP leader was learn to live in rural areas where there are "misogynistic" party. This is the 
apparently reacting to Supriya Sule sayings like this. I respect Supriya-tai and M a h a r a s h t r a  B J P  P r e s i d e n t  
comparing Maharashtra's fight for OBC we talk often," the BJP leader said. The https://t.co/eu2TYNvsDZ speaking about 
quota with that of Madhya Pradesh and NCP has slammed the comments, even Supriya….I have always maintained that 
questioning how the BJP-ruled state got asking Mr Patil to "learn making chapattis they (BJP) are misogynistic and demean 
the green signal from the Supreme Court so he can help his wife at home". "He has women  whenever  they  can… -  
for quota in local elections. Ms Sule, not right to speak like that. He has no right sadanandsule (@sadanandsule) May 25, 
whose party shares power with the Shiv to speak that way about my sister," said 2022  “I am proud of my wife who is a 
Sena and Congress in Maharashtra, said Deputy Maharashtra Chief Minister Ajit homemaker, mother and a SUCCESSFUL 
she had contacted Madhya Pradesh Chief Pawar, Ms Sule's cousin. The BJP has been politician, one amongst many other 
Minister Shivraj Singh Chouhan during accusing Maharashtra's Shiv Sena-NCP- hardworking and talented women in 
his Delhi visit, but he did not reveal what Congress coalition of not doing enough for India…this is an insult to all women…,” 
he did to get the reprieve.  "The Chief OBC quota, which was put on hold by the Mr Sule commented in a thread.

NEWS BOX

New Delhi:  Congress leader  Kart i  was issued by the CBI against Karti ministry allegedly cleared illegal visa use for 
Chidambaram, who appeared before the Chidambaram to appear for questioning on Chinese nationals in return for Karti 
Central Bureau of Investigation on Thursday, Thursday. The court also directed the CBI to Chidambaram’s bribes in 2011 under the 
said that every case against him is “bogus”. serve a notice on Karti Chidambaram three UPA government. The Talwandi Sabo Power 
Karti told mediapersons that the allegations days before the one they intended to arrest Limited was in the process of establishing a 
against him are completely baseless and he him on. Sources said, during the questioning, 1,980 MW thermal power plant in Mansa 
has not facilitated even a single visa for any Karti is likely to be confronted with his Punjab. The establishment was outsourced to 
Chinese national. alleged close associate S Bhaskararaman a Chinese company called Shandong Electric 

who is accused of taking a bribe of Rs 50 lakh Power Construction Corp (Sepco). The  "Every case against me is bogus and this is the 
from a Punjab firm for getting visa approvals project was running behind schedule. So, in most bogus case," Karti Chidambaram said. 
of 236 Chinese nationals who would work at order to avoid penal action for the delay, During a hearing on Karti’s anticipatory bail 
a thermal power plant in 2011. Last week, Talwandi Sabo Power Limited was trying to application (ABA) earlier, the court directed 
multiple teams of CBI raided several bring in more Chinese professionals to the him to appear before the CBI within 16 hours 
locations, including Chidambaram’s site. This required project Visas over and of landing in India. Karti reportedly arrived 
residences in Delhi and Chennai, while above the ceiling imposed by the Ministry of  from abroad on the intervening night of 
probing the bribery allegations. The home Home Affairs. Tuesday and Wednesday. A fresh summons 

New Delhi: September last year pertains to the The ED on Thursday raided 
money laundering case linked to former multiple locations in Maharashtra as part of 
home minister and NCP leader Anil a money laundering probe against state 
Deshmukh. Former police officer transport minister Anil Parab and others 
Sachin Waze, arrested by the National linked to alleged irregularities in a land deal 
Investigation Agency in the case of in coastal Dapoli area of Ratnagiri district 
recovery of an explosives-laden SUV and other charges, officials said. The 
near industrialist Mukesh Ambani's federal probe agency has filed a fresh case 
house in Mumbai, had levelled certain against the minister and others under the 
allegations against Parab. Waze had criminal sections of the Prevention of 
alleged in a letter, which he sought to Money Laundering Act (PMLA).
submit before a court, that in January At least seven premises, including Parab's 
2021, Parab asked him to carry out an Department had made these allegations after official residence in Mumbai, linked 

inquiry against "fraudulent" contractors it conducted raids in March against some premises in Dapoli and Pune are being 
listed in the Mumbai civic body and people allegedly close to Parab like Kadam searched by the agency with a security 
"collect" at least Rs 2 crore from about 50 and deputy regional transport officer (RTO) escort provided by the Central Reserve 
such contractors. Parab had then rejected Bajrang Kharmate. The CBDT said in a Police Force (CRPF). It is understood that 
Waze's claims and said he was ready to face statement issued in March, without taking the minister was present at his residence 
any probe into the allegations. Waze in his any names, that the construction of the resort during the raids. Parab (57), is a three-time 
statement to the ED had claimed that Parab started in 2017 and over Rs 6 crore was spent Shiv Sena legislator in the Maharashtra 
received crores as bribe from Kharmate for in cash on construction of the resort. "It legislative council, the upper house of the 
transfer of some police officers in Mumbai transpires that the relevant facts about the legislature, and is the state transport and 
during 2020. The Maha Vikas Aghadi construction of the resort were not intimated parliamentary affairs minister. He is facing 
(MVA) government in the state is led by to the Registration authorities and multiple charges of alleged irregularities 
Chief Minister Uddhav Thackeray. It was accordingly, the stamp duty was paid only and corruption that are understood to have 
formed in 2019 after Thackeray's party Shiv for the registration of the land on both the formed the basis of the latest Enforcement 
Sena, the Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) occasions i.e. in 2019 and in 2020," it said. Directorate (ED) case. he first charge 
and Congress joined hands to run the state. Cost of construction of the same has not pertains to allegations of purchase of a 
These parties have alleged that central probe been accounted for either by the person parcel of land in Dapoli by Parab sometime 
agencies, including the ED, have been searched (Kadam) or the politician (Parab) in 2017 for a consideration of Rs 1 crore and 
targeting politicians and families from their in their books of account, the Central Board it was registered in 2019. It is alleged that the 
parties at the behest of the BJP-led of Direct Taxes (CBDT), the administrative land was subsequently sold to a Mumbai-
government at the Centre. Bharatiya Janata body for the tax department, had said. based cable operator Sadanand Kadam in 
Party (BJP) leaders have said that the Another case in which Parab has been under 2020 for a consideration of Rs 1.10 crore. In 
agencies were doing their job independently the radar of the ED and was also questioned between, a resort was built on the same land 
and acting only on the basis of evidence.by the agency at its office in Mumbai in from 2017 to 2020. The Income Tax 

Akhilesh Yadav Picks 'Upset Ally' 

For Rajya Sabha, Not Wife Dimple
New Delhi: Samajwadi Party chief 

Akhilesh Yadav has decided to choose 
ally Jayant Chaudhary over his wife 
Dimple Yadav as the party's candidate 
for Rajya Sabha.

Jayant Chaudhary "will be the joint 
candidate of the Samajwadi Party and 
Rashtriya Lok Dal (RLD)," the 
Samajwadi Party said in a tweet. After 
reports yesterday that Dimple Yadav, a 
former Samajwadi Party MP, had 
snagged the party's third and last Rajya 
Sabha slot, Jayant Chaudhary was 
believed have been upset. Former 
Congress leader Kapil Sibal and Javed 
Ali Khan are the other two candidates 
that the Samajwadi Party is backing. 
Sources say Akhilesh Yadav called his 
RLD ally this morning to inform him 
that he was the party's final choice for 
Rajya Sabha. On Tuesday, Jayant 
Chaudhary had reportedly been given 
the message that he was out of the 
running. Akhilesh Yadav reportedly 
decided to mollify him and finalise his 
name. The Samajwadi Party tied up 
with the RLD before the February-
March Uttar Pradesh election. The 
alliance finished second, with the Yogi 
Adityanath-led BJP scoring a record 
second straight term.

ZThe sexist comment was 
made as the two parties 
sparred over reservations for 
OBC (Other Backward Class) in 
Maharashtra.

New Delhi, Friday, 27 May, 2022 THE SIKH TIMES
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